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1 Josephson eet
The eets related to a weak oupling between two phase-oherent quantum systems are
often olletively termed Josephson phenomena. The name dates bak to Josephson, who
rst predited suh eets (tunneling of Cooper pairs) to take plae in a weak onnetion
between two superondutors, a so-alled Josephson juntion [1℄. In this Master's Thesis I
am onerned with superuids rather than superondutors, but the following main results
are at least approximately true for all ases. The name Josephson juntion is usually
reserved only for the pure tunneling juntions in superondutors, and mirobridges or
superuid juntions et. are put under the more general athegory of weak links [2℄.
1.1 Basi onepts of superuid weak links
Imagine a ontainer of superuid, divided into two parts (1 and 2) by a thin membrane. The
two ondensates are desribed by some marosopi wavefuntions, or order parameters,
whih have well-dened but dierent phases φ1 and φ2. We assume that there are no other
relevant degrees of freedom. The two sides are then weakly oupled by introduing some
(suiently) small orie(s) in the dividing membrane. If we denote the phase dierene
between the ondensate wavefuntions by φ = φ1 − φ2, then there will be a superurrent
owing through the weak link thus formed, given by the simple formula
I(φ) = Ic sinφ, (1)
where Ic is a ritial urrent spei to the juntion. If we apply a nite pressure dierene
∆P between the two sides keeping the temperature onstant, there will also be a dierene
in the hemial potentials ∆µ = v∆P , v being the spei volume V/N . The well-known
Josephson-Anderson phase-evolution equation [3℄
∂φ
∂t
= −∆µ
~
(2)
then tells that φ will hange in time. As a result of this and the periodi form of Eq. (1),
a onstant ∆µ results in an osillating superurrent through the weak link.
The urrent-phase relation (1) is aurate only for pure tunneling juntions. For miro-
bridge-type weak links, to whih we inlude the superuid ones, there are deviations from
the sine form [2, 4℄. The general trend is that at lower temperatures, or stronger ou-
pling, the sine will beome slanted. The length sale determining the eetive size and
thus the strength of the oupling is always the supeuid oherene length, whih grows
with temperature and diverges at the transition. For large enough eetive aperture sizes,
the urrent-phase relation will beome hystereti (multivalued). A hystereti I(φ) implies
that there is dissipation taking plae at a onstant rate for a onstant ∆µ, sine there
then exists a net d urrent omponent. The dissipated energy per period of I(φ) equals
~
∫ 2π
0 max{I(φ)}dφ, taking I(φ) to be the partile urrent. This holds beause the net work
done by the pressure dierene ∆P in a time dt in pushing the uid through the orie is
dF = v∆PdN = −~dN ∂φ(t)
∂t
= −~∂N(t)
∂t
∂φ(t)
∂t
dt = ~I(φ)dφ, (3)
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where we used Eq. (2) and dened I(φ(t)) ≡ −∂N(t)/∂t, see Ref. [5℄. This thermodynami
argument thus denes the free energy of the weak link F (φ) and relates it to the partile
urrent I(φ) through the equation
I(φ) =
1
~
∂F (φ)
∂φ
. (4)
The dissipation is generally explained with the onept of phase slips, introduded by An-
derson [3℄. A phase slip ours when a vortex nuleates at one wall inside the orie, rosses
the ow under the inuene of the Magnus fore, and then vanishes on the other side. As a
result, the phase dierene hanges (or slips) by 2π and some energy is withdrawn from
the ow. This happens beause it osts energy to nuleate the vortex, and when it vanishes,
its energy is dissipated as heat. The hemial potential dierene is then maintained by a
onstant rate of vortex motion aross the orie: we have
−〈µ1 − µ2〉t = ~
〈
d(φ1 − φ2)
dt
〉
t
= 2π~
〈
dn
dt
〉
t
,
(5)
where 〈dn/dt〉t is the average rate of phase slip events. In what follows, we shall not be
dealing with dynamial eets of this kind. In the later setions we shall also speialise to
weak links in superuid
3
He and onentrate on some novel peuliarities in the urrent-
phase relations I(φ) found in them.
1.2 Josephson eet in
3
He and
4
He
As soon as the superuid phases of
3
He were disovered in 1972, it seemed obvious that
3
He should display an equivalent to the Josephson-type eets found in superondutors.
For
4
He, they had already been speulated about for long [3℄, but for both systems they
kept on defying unambiguous experimental onrmation for quite some time. Evidene for
single phase-slips taking plae in
4
He, whih satised Eq. (5) very well, was lear by mid-
80s [6℄. On the other hand, ideal nondissipative Josephson behavior in
4
He still remains to
be observed.
With
3
He, the earliest experiments were made at Cornell and here in Otaniemi in the
late 70s [7℄. It was not until 1988 that the rst suesful observation was reported from
University of Paris in Orsay, Frane [8℄. At vapor pressure and temperatures lose to Tc
their
3
He-B weak link showed nearly ideal hydrodynami behavior, so that Eq. (1) seemed
to be well satised. Dissipation only started to take plae at lower temperatures. The basi
reason why ideal Josephson behavior is so muh more diult to ahieve in
4
He than in
3
He
is in the two orders-of-magnitude dierene in their oherene lengths: in
4
He ξ0 is on the
order of 1.5 Å whereas in 3He it is some 700 Å. For ideal behavior, the dimensions of the
weak link should be of the same size or smaller than the oherene length, and obviously
1.5 Å (atomi size) is tehnially very diult to ahieve.
While many people thought the ase for
3
He was then settled, a group at Berkeley
persistently kept on developing their own experiment. After another deade, in 1998, they
reported the disovery of a new feature in the urrent-phase relation [12℄. (The earlier
progress of their work is desribed in Refs. [9, 10, 11℄.) The weak link they used onsisted
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of a regular parallel array of 65×65 small apertures, eah some 100 nm in diameter, spaed
3 µm apart in a 50 nm thik membrane. They found that at temperatures below about
0.5Tc, the weak link ould be stabilised in a loal minimum of energy at the phase dierene
π. This state was seen in the I(φ)-relation as a new branh around φ = π, known as the
π branh, or the π state. Subsequent renements of their apparatus brought about better
resolution, and the π state ould then be seen as a ontinuously evolving kink in I(φ) with
dereasing temperature [13℄. In addition, the weak link ould be found in two dierent
states with their own distint urrent-phase relations and ritial urrents. Finally, it has
reently been reported that behavior reminisent of the π state an be seen in a single
narrow slit as well as the aperture array [14℄.
In the wake of this exitement, we were among the rst to start doing alulations
on the π state. A number of previous alulations of the Josephson eet in 3He already
existed, but none were general enough to be able to explain the observations [15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22℄. The new attempts inlude Refs. [23, 24, 25℄, while, a priori, the most
onvining would seem to be Yip's work [26℄ and our own [27℄. This diploma thesis reviews
our previously published results and is a ontinuation of that work. Among other things,
we show that Yip's simplied model is not likely to be a orret interpretation of the π
state. Ours is perhaps better, but not at all awless either. It will not always be expliitly
mentioned, but in all our estimates and omparisons to experiment we will be onsistenly
assuming the parameters of the experimental aperture array of Ref. [13℄.
Muh work still remains to be done, both in experiment and in theory. For example,
most work thus far has been done on B-phase and the eets of an external magneti eld
have not been studied in detail. The next step in inreasing omputational diulty would
be the self-onsistent alulation for apertures of nite size. Furthermore, introdution of
A-phase, or even A-B interfaes at the weak link  with or without magneti elds 
and so on, provide ombinations for further researh for years to ome. For a short reent
review on the π state, see the artile by R. Bowley in Ref. [28℄.
1.3 Appliations of superuid weak links?
To try and give some sort of a motivation for these investigations, I would like to note
the following. The Josephson eet in superondutors is best known for its important
appliations in measurements of magneti elds. Perhaps a bit surprisingly, in addition to
its purely aademi interest, the superuid equivalent may also be of pratial use in the
future. Whereas in superonduting SQUID loops the phase is oupled to the magneti
eld, in superuid loops with a weak link it is, somewhat analogously, oupled to rotation.
Based on this it is possible to use superuid weak links for very aurate measurements of
absolute rotation [29, 30℄. The resolution obtained thus far is not quite as good as what an
be ahieved using laser interferometry (Sagna eet), but the tehniques are improving;
see Refs. [31, 32℄.
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2 Order parameter in
3
He
Let us rst onsider the mirosopi desription of the superuid phases of
3
He. This is
important, beause the unorthodox results to be disussed below are diret onsequenes
of the more ompliated order-parameter struture of
3
He, as ompared with, say, on-
ventional superondutors. The disussion given here is somewhat simplied; for a more
omplete introdution, see Refs. [33, 34, 35, 36℄, for example.
Liquid
3
He is a fermion system, just as eletrons in a metal, with the atoms possess-
ing a (nulear) spin
1
2 . Unlike eletrons, the
3
He atoms are neutral, but they are very
strongly interating. In fat, the hard-ore repulsive interation makes pair formation in
the s-wave state impossible, so that if pairing to a superuid state is to take plae, higher
angular-momentum states are a neessity. Whereas in metals the weak attrative intera-
tion needed for pairing is provided by phonon exhange, in
3
He it is the Van der Waals
interation. Stritly speaking it is not the bare
3
He atoms whih form the Cooper pairs
in the superuid state: the Landau Fermi liquid theory an be used to reformulate the
desription in terms of weakly interating fermioni exitations, alled quasipartiles [34℄.
2.1 Spin triplet and p wave
To a good approximation, the pairing state in superuid
3
He is spin triplet and p-wave. This
means that the Cooper pairs have the total spin s = 1 and an orbital angular momentum
l = 1, whih is onsistent with the requirement of the antisymmetry of the total fermioni
wavefuntion. Possible mixing in of other kinds of l, s ombinations is usually negleted.
2.1.1 Orbital angular momentum, l = 1
Let {xˆli, i = 1, 2, 3} denote an orthonormal triad of vetors in real spae. We use these
as the quantization axes for the orbital angular momentum: L˘ = xˆl1L˘1 + xˆ
l
2L˘2 + xˆ
l
3L˘3.
The operator L˘3, for example, has the three eigenstates |Y 1+1〉, |Y 1−1〉 and |Y 10 〉, with the
eigenvalues 1, −1 and 0, respetively  the funtions Y lm(θ, φ) = 〈θ, φ|Y lm〉 are the (suitably
normalised) spherial harmonis. From these, we onstrut the following orthonormal basis
states |L1〉 ≡ −|Y 1+1〉 + |Y 1−1〉, |L2〉 ≡ i(|Y 1+1〉 + |Y 1−1〉), |L3〉 ≡
√
2|Y 10 〉, whih have the
property L˘i|Li〉 = 0, i = 1, 2, 3. A general normalised p-wave state may now be expressed
as |kˆ〉 = kˆ1|L1〉 + kˆ2|L2〉 + kˆ3|L3〉, where kˆ = kˆ1xˆl1 + kˆ2xˆl2 + kˆ3xˆl3 is a unit vetor. The
vetor transformation property of the kˆi's is seen as follows.
Let the quantization axes transform under the rotation
↔
R l(nˆ, θ) as xˆl
′
j =
↔
R l · xˆlj =∑
i xˆ
l
iR
l
ij . The basis states for this new set of axes are then obtained from the old ones
via |L′j〉 = U˘ l|Lj〉 =
∑
i |Li〉U lij , where U˘ l(nˆ, θ) = exp(−iθnˆ · L˘), i.e., L˘ is the generator
of rotations in the angular-momentum spae [37℄. For l = 1 and this partiular basis, it
turns out that Uij = 〈Li|U˘ l|Lj〉 = Rij . Rotating the vetor kˆ and the l state |kˆ〉 yield
↔
R l · kˆ = ∑j kˆj ↔R l · xˆlj = ∑i,j Rij kˆjxˆj and U˘ l|kˆ〉 = ∑j kˆjU˘ l|Lj〉 = ∑i,j Rij kˆj |Li〉. Thus,
under the l-rotations U˘ l, the omponents of |kˆ〉 transform just like the omponents of the
vetor kˆ. We may express this as U˘ l|kˆ〉 = |↔R l · kˆ〉 and thus identify rotations of an l state
with the real-spae rotations of kˆ.
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2.1.2 Spin angular momentum, s = 1
For spin, the proedure is ompletely analogous. We hoose another set of quantization
axes {xˆsµ, µ = 1, 2, 3} and dene the pair spin operator S˘ = xˆs1S˘1 + xˆs2S˘2 + xˆs3S˘3, whih
deomposes into two parts, one for eah spin: S˘ = 12(σ˘1 + σ˘2). For S˘3, we have the triplet
eigenstates | ↑↑〉, | ↓↓〉 and | ↑↓〉 + | ↓↑〉, with the eigenvalues 1, −1 and 0, respetively.
Using these, we dene |S1〉 ≡ −|↑↑〉 + |↓↓〉, |S2〉 ≡ i(|↑↑〉 + |↓↓〉), |S3〉 ≡ |↑↓〉 + |↓↑〉, for
whih S˘µ|Sµ〉 = 0, µ = 1, 2, 3. A general normalised spin triplet state may be expressed
as |d〉 = d1|S1〉 + d2|S2〉 + d3|S3〉, where d = d1xˆs1 + d2xˆs2 + d3xˆs3 is again a vetor.1 Just
as above, rotations of the axes
↔
R s(nˆ, θ) and spin rotations U˘ s(nˆ, θ) = exp(−iθnˆ · S˘) are
related through U˘ s|d〉 = | ↔R s · d〉 and an be identied.
2.1.3 Pair state and dierent forms of the order parameter
Let r be the enter-of-mass oordinate of a pair. A general l = s = 1 pair state |P (r)〉 may
now be expressed in the diret-produt spae spanned by the above spin and orbital basis
states:
|P (r)〉 =
∑
µ,i
Aµi(r)|Sµ〉|Li〉. (6)
Here the amplitude Aµi(r), or pair wavefuntion, is usually alled the order parameter of
3
He. Note that we always write spin indies with Greek letters and orbital indies with
Latin letters. Often, Eq. (6) is expressed in a spin-state form by dening |d(r, kˆ)〉 =
〈kˆ|P (r)〉 =∑µ dµ(r, kˆ)|Sµ〉, where dµ =∑iAµikˆi and kˆi = 〈kˆ|Li〉. If we further introdue
∆αβ(r, kˆ) = 〈αβ|d(r, kˆ)〉, where α, β =↑, ↓, and write ∆ = [∆αβ], we get the most ommon
form of presenting the order parameter [35, 36℄ (σµ are the Pauli matries):
∆(r, kˆ) =
∑
µ
dµ(r, kˆ)(σµiσ2) =
( −d1 + id2 d3
d3 d1 + id2
)
. (7)
This anomalous pair ampilitude, o-diagonal mean eld or gap matrix should be
dened more rigorously from a seond-quantized viewpoint; it is a thermodynami expe-
tation value, and Aµi need not be interpreted as a wavefuntion at all. The quantity ∆ an
also be written for a more general BCS type superuid [36℄. It is a seond-rank spinor, and
transforms under spin rotations as ∆′ = U∆UT , where U is the 2× 2 Wigner rotation ma-
trix. Finally, I note that we an also give a dyadi representation for the order parameter:
↔
A=
∑
µiAµixˆ
s
µxˆ
l
i, suh that d =
↔
A ·kˆ. This rests ompletely on the possibility of identifying
the spin and orbital bases with the real spae vetors dening their quantization axes, and
therefore works only beause we have l = s = 1. Sine Aµi transforms as a vetor with
respet to both indies, it is sometimes alled a bivetor. Under simultaneous rotations
of both the spin and orbital spaes, it transforms as a seond-rank tensor. We denote the
3× 3 matrix representation of this tensor with A= [Aµi].
1
Here d is not neessarily normalised to unity, but may be proportional to an overall (omplex)
temperature-dependent energy gap ∆. Often, as below in the ontext of quasilassial theory, d is written
as ∆. Its name varies in the literature: gap vetor, order parameter vetor, spin vetor, et.
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2.2 Broken symmetries
We hose above the spin and orbital bases suh that the orresponding amplitudes would
transform onveniently under rotations. It an be stated that they transform aording
to three-dimensional representations of the rotation group, namely the rotation matries.
Apart from the rotations, another type of a (global) symmetry transformation is also
attributed to the order parameter. This is the global gauge transformation, i.e., an overall
shift in the omplex phase of Eq. (6). The two rotations plus global gauge transfomations
form the group G = SO(3)s × SO(3)l × U(1), and, negleting any spin-orbit oupling, all
operations of G leave the free energy invariant. But operations of SO(3)s, SO(3)l or U(1)
separately do hange Aµi, that is, the physial state: these symmetries are therefore said
to be broken in the superuid phases of
3
He. Combined operations of G may or may not
be symmetries of Aµi, depending on the situation. For example, in the bulk B phase (see
below), simultaneous l and s rotations remain a symmetry and form the group SO(3)l+s.
A further example of a broken symmetry is given in the next setion.
2.3 Order parameter in the B phase
The spin and orbital states |d〉 and |kˆ〉 have the following properties d · S˘|d〉 = 0 and
kˆ · L˘|kˆ〉 = 0, as one an easily hek. The vetors d and kˆ thus point in diretions of zero
spin and angular momentum projetions, respetively, and these diretions are related by
d =
↔
A ·kˆ. The simplest possible ase one an now onsider is that where the quantization
axes are equal, xˆli = xˆ
s
i , i = 1, 2, 3, and
↔
A= ∆
↔
I , or d = ∆kˆ, where ∆ is (for now) a real
valued onstant of proportionality. In this ase Aµi = ∆δµi and one nds that if J˘ = L˘+ S˘
is the total angular-momentum operator, then J˘2|P (r)〉 = 0, i.e., the state with d = ∆kˆ
is an eigenstate of J˘ with the eigenvalue j = 0.
In fat, this orresponds to an important stable bulk phase of superuid
3
He: the
Balian-Werthamer (BW) state, or the B phase. The amplitude ∆ = ∆(T ) is a temperature-
dependent energy gap, whih is related to the energy needed for breaking a Cooper pair.
It is independent of kˆ, whih makes the B phase isotropi and in many ways similar to
superuid
4
He, or s wave superondutors. This is in ontrast to the other stable phase
(the A phase), whih is axially anisotropi, but we are not onerned with that here.
The fat that j = 0 is spei to the arbitrary hoie that d is parallel to kˆ. If we do a
rotation d = ∆
↔
R (nˆ, θ) · kˆ, then the resulting |P (r)〉 is no longer a state of denite j, but
rather a superposition of the j = 0, 1, 2 states. However, the states obtained in this way
are degenerate in energy with the unrotated one and should thus be equally probable to
our. Taking also into aount an arbitrary phase fator, the most general form for the
order parameter in the bulk B phase is
↔
A= ∆
↔
R (nˆ, θ)eiφ, or
Aµi(r) = ∆Rµi(nˆ, θ)e
iφ. (8)
A dipole-dipole interation between the nulear magneti moments xes the rotation angle
to the value θ = θ0 ≈ 104◦, but this still leaves the diretion of the rotation axis nˆ arbitrary.
Near a wall, the bulk form, Eq. (8), is modied so that ∆ should be replaed by a more
general tensor quantity, as will be disussed below.
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Figure 1: A hole of diameter D in a wall of thikness W .
3 Ginzburg-Landau alulation
As a rst ase we onsidered a single ylindrial aperture (see Fig. 1). The major task here
is to alulate the order parameter self-onsistently in and around the aperture. Doing this
in the general quasilassial formalism for all temperatures would be a tremendous task. It
would be even more so, if the full irular symmetry of a ylindrial aperture ould not be
assumed, whih will turn out to be the ase. However, near Tc we may apply the Ginzburg-
Landau (GL) expansion of the free energy and nd the stationary order-parameter eld
by minimising it. This proedure has alredy been presented and desribed in more detail
in Ref. [38℄, but I inlude the results here for ompleteness.
2
3.1 GL theory
On small length sales (on the order of the oherene length, ξ
GL
) one may neglet the
weak dipole-dipole interations between the nulear moments. Then, in the absene of a
magneti eld, the GL free-energy expansion inludes two terms [36℄
F = Fb + Fk =
∫
d3r[fb + fk], (9)
whih are alled the bulk and gradient energies, respetively. The bulk, or ondensation
free-energy density is given by
fb = −α Tr(AAT∗) + β1|Tr(AAT)|2 + β2[Tr(AAT∗)]2
+ β3Tr(AA
TA ∗AT∗) + β4Tr(AA
T∗AAT∗) + β5Tr(AA
T∗A ∗AT).
(10)
2
The results presented in the speial assignment were also slightly erroneous.
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It inludes all terms up to fourth order in Aµi whih are invariant under separate rota-
tions of basis vetors in the spin and orbital spaes, and are linearly independent. Stritly
speaking, in addition to the dipole energy, we are also negleting the weak spin-orbit ou-
pling of the Cooper pairs, both of whih would violate this symmetry. The gradient, or
kineti energy density arises from a spatial bending of the order parameter eld on the
oherene-lenght sale:
fk = K1∂iA
∗
µi∂jAµj +K2∂iA
∗
µj∂iAµj +K3∂iA
∗
µj∂jAµi. (11)
These terms are also rotationally invariant with respet to both indies. For a better
justiation of these forms for the energy densities, see for example Refs. [35, 36℄.
The superurrent is related to the gradient energy by the de Gennes proedure for
asribing to the Cooper pairs a titious gauge harge and introduing a gauge eld
whih ouples to it [39, 40℄. For a mass urrent, these are the Cooper-pair mass 2m3 and
an external veloity eld vn [36℄. To obtain the urrent density j, one must replae ∇ in
fk by the gauge invariant form ∇− i2m3~ vn and vary F with respet to vn
j(r) = − lim
vn→0
δF
δvn(r)
, (12)
whih means that j and vn are, in some sense, onjugate variables. To the rst order in vn
this yields for the i'th omponent of the mass-urrent density the expression
ji =
4m3
~
Im
[
K1A
∗
µi∂jAµj +K2A
∗
µj∂iAµj +K3A
∗
µj∂jAµi
]
, (13)
whih is exatly onserved at a minimum of Eq. (9).
3.2 Implementation
The minimum of the funtional in Eq. (9) was omputed by deriving the orresponding
Euler-Lagrange equations, disretizing them in a 3D lattie, and solving the resulting set
of nonlinear equations by iteration. The lattie is shown in Fig. 1. Only a m′m2′ symmetry
(m denotes mirror reetion, 2 a rotation by 180◦, and prime a time inversion3) was used
in the alulation.
At the wall we required the order parameter to vanish, whih orresponds approxi-
mately to a strongly diusely sattering surfae. Although this is probably the orret
limit in most experiments, here the hoie was more a matter of onveniene: any other
boundary ondition on the wall would have made the problem quite diult. In the bulk,
the boundary ondition
lim
z→±∞
Aµi(x, y, z) = ∆e
±iφ/2δµi (14)
was imposed, where φ is the phase dierene between the two sides. This requires the bulk
superuid to be in the B phase, with the nˆ vetors on the two sides sides being parallel. The
3
These kinds of group operations onform to the International notation of rystallographi point groups;
they should be understood here as ating simultaneously on both the spin and orbital spaes.
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Figure 2: The nonzero order-parameter omponents on the π branh at φ = π. The large
omponents in the middle are a produt of the broken symmetry: on the normal branh
all omponents would vanish there and the state would possess the full irular symmetry
of the aperture. The wall of width W = 6ξGL is shown shaded and the diameter of the
aperture was D = 10ξGL.
general rotation matrix need not be onsidered here, sine we may neglet the dipole-dipole
energy on these length sales.
The urrent was alulated by integrating Eq. (13) over the aperture. It is important
here to keep trak of urrent onservation, and the self-onsisteny requirement that the
total mass urrent through the hole should be exatly given by
J(φ) =
2m3
~
∂F (φ)
∂φ
. (15)
This relation should be possible to onrm at least within GL theory, and is really equiva-
lent to urrent onservation in the stationary onguration whih minimises the free energy.
3.3 Results: a trapped vortex state?
Figure 2 shows the nonvanishing omponents of the order parameter in a partiular new
state whih we found to be stabilised for phase dierenes around φ = π. The omponents
Azy and Ayz, whih bulge in the middle, break the irular symmetry of the aperture. The
presene of the wall and the aperture has already redued the bulk symmetry of the B
phase down to
∞
m′
2′
m , where ∞ denotes ontinuous rotation (around zˆ), and this is valid
on any normal J(φ)-branh. But now we have a ase of broken symmetry, where even the
simultaneous spin and orbital rotations around zˆ result in new states Rµν(zˆ)AνjR
T
ji(zˆ) 6=
Aµi with degenerate energies. The remaining symmetry of the state is only m
′m2′, whih
is just what we used in the alulation; assuming a symmetry somehow higher would have
left the state undisovered.
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An interesting fat is that the struture of the order parameter in this state losely
resembles that of a double-ore vortex [41℄. The state, whih we proposed to be related to
the experimentally observed π state, would then orrespond to a situation where a half-
quantum vortex has rossed the aperture and formed a trapped double-ore vortex state
in it. In other words, a phase slip by π has ourred. The analogy is perhaps more easily
understood in the ase of an innitely long narrow slit (a purely 2D situation), where a
similar state was found. It is partly a mystery why that was not found already in the 2D
alulation reported in Ref. [19℄.
The lower part of Fig. 3 shows a phase diagram desribing the stability of the new state
with varying juntion parameters, namely the thikness of the wall, W , and the diameter
of the hole, D. In region (a), i.e., for the smallest apertures tested, the state was not found.
In region (b) the π branh appears, having a negative slope of the urrent-phase relation
at φ = π (insert at upper left). In regions () and (d) the slope is positive and the π-branh
is very strong (insert at upper right). In (d) the state is only a loal minimum of energy
at φ = π, whereas in (b) and () it is a global minimum (although just barely). Marked
with a line are the dimensions (in units of the temperature-dependent oherene length
ξ
GL
= ~vF/
√
10∆(T )) of one experimental aperture, and the approximate observation
point of the π state is denoted by a ross. These are deep in the region where our π branh
is absent. Some of this disrepany might be explained by the fat that the GL model we
used works best only near Tc. But this does not seem like the whole truth: it appears that
if this alulation is to have anything to do with the π state of Ref. [12℄, then the existene
of a large array of holes in this experiment should play a speial role.
On the other hand, our π state ould well be what is seen in the single narrow slit of Ref.
[14℄. However, there are some dierenes whih require an explanation. The experimental
J(φ)'s would seem to have a π branh even when the normal branhes are apparently
nonhystereti. For our irular apertures and the purely 2D slit, the normal branhes
are strongly hystereti and phase slips would appear to our only between them. The π
branh in holes of this kind may thus not be experimentally attainable at all, unless one
an somehow start diretly from it at φ = π. Smaller holes would get rid of the hystesesis,
but in our ase that would also suppress the π state.
Fortunately, there are also some other untested possibilities. (1) For a single slit of nite
length, the alulation should probably be done in three dimensions  not just in the 2D
approximation, whih assumes an innite slit length (or a hannel whih restrits the ow
to be stritly two-dimensional). This is suggested by the fat that for suh a slit the urrent
density should be muh larger at the ends of the slit than in the middle. The results ould
dier from the 2D approximation and the 3D irular hole, whih are the two ases we have
investigated so far. (2) A more general quasilassial alulation at low temperatures ould
give a π branh even for irular apertures with nonhystereti normal-branh behavior. (3)
In the experimental ell of Ref. [14℄, there is no reason why the spin-rotation axes nˆ on
the dierent sides of the aperture should be parallel to eah other, whih is what we have
assumed. Instead, they may be free to point in just about any diretions.
It would be interesting to see if some of these improvements would allow diret tran-
sitions to a π branh (like in those reported in Ref. [19℄ for antiparallel nˆ's), or even a
ontinuously evolving kink.
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Figure 3: Theoretial phase diagram for the π state in a single aperture. The urrent and
the energy as a funtion of phase dierene φ are also shown in two ases. Here D is the
diameter of the aperture and W the thikness of the wall. The π branh is found in regions
(b)-(d), where it is loally stable at a xed phase dierene of φ ≈ π. In regions () and
(d), it is a loal minimum of energy with respet to φ at φ = π. In regions (b) and (), it
is also the absolute minimum of energy at φ = π. The parameters for one aperture of the
experimental aperture array are indiated by the dashed line, and the observation of the
π state is marked by the ross.
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4 Tunneling model
Next we deal with the details of the tunneling model of Ref. [27℄. There we modeled the
aperture array by the following phenomenologial expression for its oupling energy
FJ = −Re
∑
µ
[aAL∗µzA
R
µz + b(A
L∗
µxA
R
µx +A
L∗
µyA
R
µy)], (16)
with a, b onstants having the same phase and assumed to be real. This is obtained from
the most general form of suh oupling
FJ =
∑
µνij
aµνijA
L∗
µi A
R
νj + c.c., (aµνij real) (17)
by introduing the restritions that (a) the barrier be ahiral (only states with the same
angular momentum projetions on the two sides are oupled), (b) no spin ips are produed
(only states with same spin projetion on the two sides are oupled) and () the barrier is
isotropi in its plane [39℄.
In this simple model, whih I all the 18-state model (a generalization of the Feynman
two-state model [5, 42℄), the general superposition state desribing the two superuids an
be expressed as
|A〉 =
∑
µ,i
A˜Lµi|µ, i〉L +
∑
µ,i
A˜Rµi|µ, i〉R, (18)
where the amplitudes are A˜µi = Aµi/∆ = 〈µ, i|A〉. The basis states are just the diret
produts of the spin and orbital angular momentum states: |µ, i〉 = |µ〉s ⊗ |i〉l ≡ |µ〉|i〉.
We naturally assume them to be orthonormal, i.e. 〈µ, i|ν, j〉 = δµνδij on both sides. In this
basis, the tunneling Hamiltonian an be written
HT = −∆2
∑
µ
[a(|µ, z〉RL〈z, µ|) + b(|µ, x〉RL〈x, µ|+ |µ, y〉RL〈y, µ|)] + h.c. (19)
Its expetation value in the state of Eq. (18), namely 〈A|HT |A〉, is now equal to Eq. (16).
Note that the symmetry properties mentioned above are satised by Eq. (19): it only
ouples states with equal l and s projetions on the two sides.
4.1 Interations in the absene of a magneti eld
For superuid B phase on both sides of the barrier the oupling energy, Eq. (16), beomes
FJ = −[αRLµzRRµz + β(RLµxRRµx +RLµyRRµy)] cos φ. (20)
Here, and heneforth, we follow the usual summation onvention for repeated indies,
exept for x, y, and z. Formally this expression is obtained by substituting the order
parameters AL,Rµi = ∆R
L,R
µi exp (iφ
L,R) into Eq. (16), but atually there is no simple relation
between the oupling onstants a, b and α, β. This is beause the order parameter of a p-
wave superuid is strongly suppressed near walls and the exat meaning of Eq. (16) is
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not well dened. This will be onsidered in greater detail below, when we present the self-
onsistent alulations of the order parameter and a pinhole juntion. The result of the
quasilassial alulation is that, near Tc, the oupling energy of a dense, oherent array
of suh pinholes is of the form shown in Eq. (20) and the parameters α and β an be
evaluated. More preisely, what omes out of the alulation is the the total mass urrent
J , but that should be related to FJ through
J =
2m3
~
∂FJ (R
L
µi, R
R
µi, φ)
∂φ
, (21)
as already mentioned.
To analyse the oupling energy in Eq. (20) we have to parametrise the rotation matries
somehow. Typially one writes them in terms of the omponenets of nˆ and the rotation
angle θ
Rij(nˆ, θ) = cos θδij + (1− cos θ)nˆinˆj − sin θǫijknˆk
=
1
4
[−δij + 5nˆinˆj −
√
15ǫijknˆk].
(22)
The latter form follows, beause the long-range dipole-dipole interation [33℄
Fd = 8gd∆
2
∫
d3r
(
1
4
+ cos θ
)2
(23)
xes θ to its minimising value θ = θ0 = arccos(−14) ≈ 104◦. Other interations are here
not strong enough to deet the angle from this value onsiderably. Even at the wall it
osts less energy to deet the diretion of nˆ, instead. We may write FJ in terms of
RLµiR
R
µi =
1
16
[25(nˆL · nˆR)2 + 30(nˆL · nˆR)− 7] (24)
and
RLµzR
R
µz =
1
16
[1− 5(cos2 ηL + cos2 ηR) + 25 cos2 ηL cos2 ηR +
+ sin ηL sin ηR(25 cos ηL cos ηR + 15) cos(χL − χR)
− 5
√
15 sin ηL sin ηR(cos ηL − cos ηR) sin(χL − χR)],
(25)
where nˆL and nˆR have been represented in the polar (ηL,R) and azimuthal (χL,R) angles,
the polar axis being the wall normal sˆ = zˆ. The energy only depends on the dierene
χL − χR, as required by symmetry.
In the presene of the wall we also have the surfae dipole interation [44℄
F
SD
=
∫
S
d2r[b4(sˆ · nˆ)4 − b2(sˆ · nˆ)2], (26)
where sˆ is the surfae normal. This always tends to orient nˆ perpendiular to the wall. In
our ase, however, the wall is loally transparent at the juntion, and the resulting oupling
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interation FJ outweighs FSD by orders of magnitude. But away from the transpareny,
this is the still dominant surfae interation (in the absene of a magneti eld) and should
really leave only two hoies for the orientation of the nˆ vetors there. It is now believed
that this explains the experimentally observed bistability of Ref. [13℄. In our model, F
SD
is assumed to x the left and right nˆ's far away from the juntion perpendiular to the
wall, either parallel or antiparellel, but otherwise it is negleted  it only appears in the
form of a phenomenologial boundary ondition as explained below.
As a result, there is a ompetition between the orienting eets of the surrounding
walls and the weak link. It is mediated by the gradual bending of the left and right side nˆ
elds between their orientations in the bulk and at the weak link. The bending energy of
B phase is generally of the form [44℄
F
G
=
∫
d3r
[
λ
G1
∂Rαi
∂ri
∂Rαj
∂rj
+ λ
G2
∂Rαj
∂ri
∂Rαj
∂ri
]
, (27)
with a surfae ontribution
F
SG
=
∫
S
d2rsˆjRαj
∂Rαj
∂ri
. (28)
The nˆ(r) eld ould be alulated exatly by a minimisation of these along with the
oupling term, but that would be overly ompliated for our purposes. Instead, the following
simpliations were made.
4
For the surfae-gradient term, we assume the GL region, γ = 3, and ∆⊥= onstant,
whih gives λ
SG
= 4K∆2 = 4λ
G2
. For the bulk terms we assume λ
G1
= 2λ
G2
, and
expressing the rotation matries in terms of nˆ yields
F
Gtot
=
5
8
λ
G2
∫
d3r
[
16(∂inˆj)
2 − (
√
3∇ · nˆ+
√
5nˆ · ∇ × nˆ)2
]
. (29)
This result was also obtained in Ref. [43℄. Next we assume that nˆ varies only in one plane:
nˆ = sin ηxˆ + cos ηzˆ. Then we average over oeients in front of derivatives, for example
sin2 η(∂η)2 → 12(∂η)2. In addition, we take the average
∑
i ai(∂iη)
2 → 13(
∑
i ai|∇η|2).
Doing all this we get
F
Gtot
=
25
3
λ
G2
∫
d3r|∇η|2. (30)
This an be minimised by a solution of the form η(r) = ηL∞ + c/r on the left side, and
similarly on the right. The divergene of the integral at r = 0 is ut o at the radius
Ra = a
√
N/π, where N = 4225 is the number of apertures and a = 3 µm is the lattie
onstant of the 2D aperture array. Doing the integrals we nd the quadrati forms
FL
Gtot
= γ(ηL − ηL∞)2 and FRGtot = γ(ηR − ηR∞)2, (31)
where γ = 503
√
πNλ
G2
a. They ontain only the polar angles of the nˆ's at the juntion
and are thus onvenient to handle. The temperature-dependent γ an be estimated from
4
For the meaning of the parameters you should onsult Refs. [41, 44, 48℄, for example.
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Ra
(a) (b)
Ra
Figure 4: Shemati view of nˆ(r) near the weak link in the π state. Surrounding walls align
nˆ perpendiular to themselves, whih gives rise to two possible relative orientations of nˆ's
far away from the weak link: parallel (a) and antiparallel (b).
a detailed alulation but in pratise it was tted to experimental data, as were also α
and β, the only other remaining free parameters in our simple model. The innity angles
ηL,R∞ are always assumed to be either 0 or π to hoose either the parallel or the antiparallel
onguration. Figure 4 shows a shemati view of the expeted spatial variation of the nˆ
eld around the weak link. The dashed irles represent the uto radius Ra used in the
denition of the γ parameter.
4.2 Analysis of the tunneling model
The goal was to nd the nˆL,R ongurations whih minimise the energy FJ + FGtot for
eah xed phase dierene φ. The following analysis is done in two steps, rst forgetting
the gradient energy altogether. It is immediately seen that the angle φ = π2 is important,
sine cosφ hanges sign there and the minimisation of the braketed term in FJ , namely
EJ in Eq. (32) below, hanges to maximisation, or vie versa.
4.2.1 Coupling term only
Near Tc, the oupling energy for the array was laimed to have the form FJ = −EJ cosφ,
where the Josephson energy EJ is not just a onstant, but
EJ = [(α− β)RLµzRRµz + β(RLµiRµi)]. (32)
The urrent through this barrier is J = Jc sinφ where Jc = (2m3/~)EJ . We rst summarize
the stability riteria of the Josephson normal and π branhes by taking into aount this
energy term alone. Both the parallel and the antiparallel ases are onsidered.
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Consider rst cosφ > 0. The parallel normal state with nˆL = nˆR = zˆ has Jc =
(2m3/~)(α + 2β) and is loally stable for all α and β; the antiparallel normal state with
nˆL = −nˆR = −zˆ has Jc = (2m3/~)(α − 74β) and is loally stable only for α > β. Note
that at α = 74β this Jc hanges sign. At cosφ = 0, both normal branhes beome unstable
towards a (disontinuous) jump to the π branh. On the π branh, whih is now stable and
has lower energy for all α, β > 0 and cosφ < 0, we have again two ases
Jc =
{ −(2m3/~)α for α > β
−(2m3/~)(2β − α) for α < β . (33)
The rst of these is ahieved by
nˆL,R =
1√
5
(∓
√
3xˆ∓ yˆ + zˆ) (34)
orresponding to RLµxR
R
µx = +1, R
L
µyR
R
µy = −1, and RLµzRRµz = −1. The other ase is
nˆL,R =
1√
5
(∓xˆ+ yˆ ∓
√
3zˆ) (35)
with RLµxR
R
µx = −1, RLµyRRµy = −1, and RLµzRRµz = +1. That is more or less all there is to
be said about this ase.
4.2.2 Gradient energy inluded
The only other signiant energy term arises from the bending or gradient energy, whih
we onsider in the simplied form
F
Gtot
= γ(ηL − ηL∞)2 + γ(ηR − ηR∞)2, (36)
as explained above. When this is taken into aount, ertain hanges to the stability onsid-
erations arise. The normal branh with nˆL = nˆR = zˆ (ηL∞ = η
R
∞ = 0) remains unhanged
for all α and β. A linear stability analysis shows that the branh is now loally stable for
5(α+ β) cos φ+ 2γ ≥ 0, (37)
regardless of α and β. Thus the ritial phase dierene (φc ∈ [0, π]) is given by
cosφ↑↑c = −
2γ
5(α+ β)
, (38)
If γ = 0 this learly redues to the ase onsidered previously, φc = π/2. Otherwise φc
is moved loser to π. The transition from the normal to π branh an be shown to be
ontinuous (seond order).
The antiparallel normal branh with nˆL = −nˆR = −zˆ (ηL∞ = π, ηR∞ = 0) also remains
the same for all α > β. For α < 74β, the ritial urrent of the branh still beomes negative.
However, the situation where α < β is more ompliated, beause then the bulk diretion
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of the nˆ vetor is the only thing trying to keep the branh stable. For the antiparallel ase,
a linear stability analysis shows that the branh is loally stable if
(25α − 5β) cos φ+ 16γ ≥ 0 and
15(α − β) cos φ+ 16γ ≥ 0, (39)
again regardless of the values of the parameters. Here omes an important point: there are
now two ritial phases whose positions depend on the parameters. For α > β, the seond
ondition is automatially satised and only the (upper) ritial phase dierene
cosφ↑↓c1 = −
16γ
(25α − 5β) (40)
is relevant. The transition from the normal to the π branh is disontinuous (rst order).5
For α < β there is also a seond (lower) ritial phase
cosφ↑↓c2 = −
16γ
15(α − β) . (41)
When
1
5β < α < β the normal branh is stable between the two ritial phases. Finally,
when α < 15β the ritial phase φc1 beomes irrelevant and the normal branh is stable for
φ > φc2 all the way to φ = π.
On the π branh itself, the hanges introdued by a nite γ are signiant, but not
muh an be said about them with analytial onsiderations. Whenever we are o the
stable normal branh, the form of the urrent-phase relation an only be obtained with a
numerial minimisation of FJ + FGtot. However, usually (not always) the nˆ vetors seem
to be direted suh that the gradient energies on both sides of the juntion are equal, i.e.,
nˆLz = ±nˆRz . There is some hysteresis in J(φ) related to the disontinuous transition in the
antiparallel ase, but this is small and an also be studied only numerially.
The ases where nˆ is not perpendiular to the wall around φ = 0 an be quite similar to
the usual π branhes around φ = π. There is essentially only a phase shift of π separating
the appearane of their urrent-phase relations. This should be taken into aount in
interpreting the experimental data: the π state in the antiparallel ase ould as well
be loated at φ = 0. We might even see a nonzero 1 − |nˆz| as some kind of an order
parameter and the denition of the π state, regardless of the values whih φ might have
there. The Berkeley experiment an, indeed, only determine the phase dierene modulo
π. This is in ontrast to the toroidal ell geometry of Ref. [14℄ whih an resolve absolute
phase dierenes.
4.3 Results and experimental impliations
The essential features of the urrent-phase and energy-phase relations, with and without
the π state, are shown in Fig. 5. The ratio of the gradient-energy parameter γ to the
5
The rst one of the onditions (39) is suppressed if one requires that nˆLz = ±nˆ
R
z always, and one
obtains only the lower ritial phase φc2. On the other hand, it an be seen that this requirement is usually
statised on both the normal and the pi branh. This leads to the onlusion that the transition between
the branhes at φc1 proeeds via a route where it is not satised and is therefore disontinuous.
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Figure 5: Current-phase relationships and energies for the tunneling model. The left and
right panels orrespond to parallel and antiparallel nˆ-vetors far away from the juntion,
respetively. The diretions near the juntion are depited shematially by arrows. The
urves orrespond to dierent values of the gradient-energy parameter γ: ideal π state
(γ = 0, solid line), no π state (γ = ∞, dotted line), and an intermediate ase (γ = 0.245
aJ, dashed line). The parameters α = 0.2207 aJ and β = 0.0347 aJ are hosen to imitate
the the experiment [13℄ at T = 0.55Tc.
oupling parameters α and β determines their general form. If, due to a large γ, the
nˆ vetors are xed exatly parallel or antiparallel and perpendiular to the wall at the
juntion, the resulting J(φ) is sinusoidal. This situation is similar to what is found in s-
wave supeondutors where the extra degrees of freedom related to the spin-orbit rotation
are not present. With small enough γ, there is some ritial phase on the interval [0, π]
above whih the sinusoidal branh gives way to a lower-energy state, where the nˆ-vetors
near the juntion have been deeted from their bulk diretions. The fat that the π state
only appears at low temperatures is explained in this model with the dierent temperature
dependenies of the parameters: α, β ∝ (1 − T/Tc)2, and γ ∝ (1 − T/Tc), suh that γ
dominates lose to Tc.
The parameters α and β were estimated using a quasilassial pinhole model. Their
expressions are presented below in the ontext of a general quasilassial alulation. Esti-
mation of γ involves evaluation of the gradient-energy parameter λ
G2
whose alulation is
disussed in Ref. [44℄ and in Ref. [48℄, where λ
G2
≡ −(~2/4m3)ρspin2 ; it is not be presented
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Figure 6: Theoretial values for the parameters α, β and γ in the tunneling model. These
were obtained from Eqs. (103), (104) and (31), respetively. The following experimental
parameters were assumed: wall thikness W = 50 nm, irular hole diameter D = 100 nm,
number of holes in the lattie N = 4225, lattie onstant a = 3 µm, and total lattie area
S = 3.8 ·10−8 m2. The values plotted here were modied in subsequent alulations to give
a better t to the experiments.
here. Figure 6 shows the temperature dependene of the bare α, β and γ, as they ome
out from their respetive equations using the experimental array parameters. As an be
seen, there is more than an order-of-magnitude dierene between γ and the oupling pa-
rameters α and β. This disrepany an probably be dereased with a more realisti way
of estimating γ. However, at least the temperature dependenies should be orret, and
we dealt with the magnitude dierenes in a simple, if not ompletely satisfying, way. To
provide a more reasonable t to the experimental ndings, the bare theoretial estimates
were just saled with some onstants. Figure 7 shows the urrent-phase relationships for
the best-t saling onstants, whih are given in the aption.
In the range of parameters whih appeared to reprodue the experimental results best,
more ompliated behavior than that depited in Figs. 5 and 7 did not our. Unfortunately,
the more unstable behavior desribed in the preeding subsetion is a real possibility within
the model. It is realised for the bare pinhole estimates, for whih we usually have α < β.
Here we avoided this problem by multiplying α with a larger onstant than β, whih is an
arbitrary hoie and is not easily justied. In the more general pinhole alulation to be
presented below, we do not have α and β whih ould be separately adjusted; there we
have to make do with the theory as it is.
6
6
We will see that restriting the angles of the transmitted quasipartiles will favor α over β. This
orresponds to inreasing the aspet ratio W/D of the apertures. However, this not very useful, sine it
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Figure 7: Current-phase relationships for parallel (a) and antiparallel (b) nˆ-vetors far away
from the juntion. The dierent urves orrespond roughly to temperatures from 0.45 Tc to
0.85 Tc with intervals of 0.05 Tc. The parameters α and β are alulated with the pinhole
model and γ is estimated as explained in the text (see also Fig. 4). However, to get better
orrespondene with experiments, we have multiplied the estimated values by fators of
7.5, 1.3 and 0.15, respetively.
Not only the relative sizes of α and β pose a problem. The pinhole estimates would
appear to give slightly too low ritial urrents as well. This an be explained in basially
two ways: either the experimental holes are slightly larger than those reported, or there is
some extra leakage present at the weak link, whih the experimenters are unaware of. Sine
the time these alulations were arried out and published in Ref. [27℄, we have learned
that one of these ases is indeed very possible (see Set. 7).
Furthermore, a slow variation of the nˆ eld at the edges of the array and a slightly
inoherent behavior of the dierent apertures ould easily smoothen the features of J(φ)
around the ritial phases. Here the transition points are exatly dened, and appear very
sharp and abrupt. In addition, the nite aperture sizes probably ause some extra slanting
of J(φ) in the experiment. To put it more generally, the spei properties of the atual
experimental ell aet the measurements in ways that annot be fully taken into aount
within our simple model. All of these things together ould perhaps explain why the details
of the measured J(φ)'s annot be exatly reprodued with it.
In spite of these problems, the tunneling model makes at least two lear preditions
whih should yield to experimental testing. The rst one onerns the linear dimension L
of the aperture array: the oupling and gradient energies depend dierently on L, namely
α/γ, β/γ ∝ L. This means that the larger the array is made, the more pronouned a π
state should be observed. The other experimental predition onerns magneti elds: a
strong enough magneti eld should lok the diretions of nˆL and nˆR, thereby making J(φ)
also leads to a drop in the ritial urrents, whih is not desirable.
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stritly sine-like, although perhaps slanted or hystereti, as is usual for nite aperture sizes
and low temperatures. In the next subsetion, the eets of an external magneti eld are
given a bit more omplete and quantitative analysis.
4.4 Eet of magneti eld
In the bulk superuid, a magneti eld will try to orient the nˆ vetor parallel or antiparallel
to itself. This gives rise to an energy term of the form
F
DH
= −a
∫
d3r(nˆ ·H)2. (42)
This results from a ombination of the depairing eets of the magneti eld and the dipole
energy [43℄. A surfae, on the other hand, will tend to orient nˆ parallel or antiparallel to
its normal, beause of the surfae dipole interation in Eq. (26). But in a magneti eld
there emerges another surfae energy whih has the form
F
SH
= −d
∫
S
d2r(HαRαisˆi)
2. (43)
For elds greater than about 5 mT (50 G), it is usually the stronger surfae interation
[26℄. It arises from depairing eets and an be understood as follows. A magneti eld
tends to break pairs with ms = 0 along the eld diretion, whereas the surfae breaks pairs
with ml = 0 along the surfae normal. Both of these ost energy, and a minimum ost an
be ahieved by hoosing the diretion of nˆ suh that these are exatly the same pairs. In
the minimum of Eq. (43) this is satised as Rαi(nˆ) then rotates the surfae normal to the
magneti eld diretion [43, 40℄.
Let us rst onsider a homogeneous magneti eld H⊥ perpendiular to the wall. In
that ase, the surfae eld energy is minimized with nˆ = ±zˆ. This energy is given by
F 0⊥
SH
= F⊥
SH
(nˆ = ±zˆ) = −d|H⊥|2S, (44)
where S denotes the surfae area. In the normal branh this will not aet the urrent-phase
relation, sine there nˆ is aligned perpendiular to the wall, anyway. Going to the π state,
however, this no longer is the ase: if α > β, say, the Josephson oupling will tend to orient
nˆ suh that nˆz = nˆ · sˆ = ±1/
√
5 (on both sides). In this ase HzRzz(nˆz = 1/
√
5)sˆz = 0 and
hene F⊥
SH
(nˆz = 1/
√
5) = 0, whih is higher than the value in Eq. (44). This disrepany
in the energies may at to suppress the π state for high enough perpendiular elds. In the
ase of a eld H‖ whih is parallel to the wall (no perperdiular omponent present), F
SH
is minimised with (nˆ · sˆ)2 = (nˆ · Hˆ)2 = 1/5 and again the minimum is
F
0‖
SH
= F
‖
SH
(nˆz = nˆH = ±1/
√
5) = −d|H‖|2S. (45)
A eld parallel to the wall an thus obviously aet the normal state (nˆ = ±zˆ) as well as
the π state sine F
‖
SH
(nˆ = ±zˆ) = 0, whih is again higher than the minimum in Eq. (45).
How exatly this takes plae is onsidered below along with a general orientation of H.
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4.4.1 Estimation of eld sizes
To get a feeling for the magnitude of the elds whih an aet the urrent-phase behavior
signiantly, we have to insert some numerial values. The eet of a gradient energy or any
other interation but F
SD
will be negleted. Table 1 gives some of the required parameters
in the Ginzburg-Landau regime. We also know that d = d0(gz∆
2ξ
GL
) where d0 ≈ 2.2 for
a diusely sattering and d0 ≈ 4.4 for a speularly sattering wall at zero pressure. The
GL oherene length ξ
GL
is dened as ξ
GL
=
√
K/α. It an be extrapolated to lower
temperatures with ξ
GL
(T ) = ~v
F
/
√
10∆(T ), if the behavior of the temperature-dependent
gap ∆(T ) is known. We use the values ∆(0.45Tc) ≈
√
3kBTc and ∆(0.8Tc) ≈
√
1.75kBTc.
Above T ≈ 0.8Tc, the linear approximation of Table 1 is suient.
We give the eld estimates assuming the onditions of the experiment [13℄. The letters
H and L refer to the high and low ritial urrent ases in that experiment. We denote
the Josephson energy (in absene of the kink at φ = π) with EJ ≈ FJ(π/2) − FJ(0).
Furthermore, we denote Eπ ≡ FJ (π) − FJ(0) suh that Egain ≈ 2EJ − Eπ is the energy
gained by dropping from the (imaginary) normal branh to the π branh at φ = π. This
is the energy whih a (possibly additional) perpendiular magneti eld would have to win
in order to kill the π state and make J(φ) sinusoidal. At low temperatures (T ≈ 0.45Tc),
these energies are EHJ = 2.4 · 10−19 J= 1.5 eV, EHgain = 0.8 · 10−19 J= 0.5 eV and ELJ =
1.0 · 10−19 J= 0.6 eV, EL
gain
= 1.1 · 10−19 J= 0.7 eV. At high themperatures (T ≈ 0.8Tc),
the J(φ) is sinusoidal in the experiments, but we may still onsider it: EHJ = 0.6 · 10−19
J= 0.35 eV and ELJ = 0.2 · 10−19 J= 0.12 eV. In fat, if the gradient energy and other
interations but the oupling are negleted, our model an allow for nonsinusoidal behavior
at any temperature.
From the theoretial pinhole alulation, one obtains an order-of-magnitude estimate
for the oupling parameters:
α/m2, β/m2 ∝ ~vFkBTcNFπD
2
4a2
= 3.48 · 10−11 J
m
2
. (46)
Here the values a = 3 µm, D = 100 nm for the hole spaing and diameter have been
used. For an array of 65x65 holes of this kind, the area of the array is about 3.8 · 10−8 m2
and the order of magnitude of the oupling energies is 1.3 · 10−11 J ≈ 8 eV. Performing
the atual alulation we have, for T = 0.45Tc, α ≈ 0.44 · 10−19 J and β ≈ 0.34 · 10−19
J. Generally speaking, these values give too small oupling energies and to get the model
working properly, we need to multiply them with fators like 7.5 and 1.3, respetively (see
the disussion above). These give a Josephson energy EHJ on the order of 2 · 10−19 J ≈ 1.3
Table 1: Ginzburg-Landau parameters for the alulation of the surfae magneti intera-
tion at zero pressure; kBTc ≈ 1.38 · 10−26 J.
α/(1 − T/Tc) K gz ∆2/(1 − T/Tc)
[1050J−1m−3] [1034J−1m−1] [1050T−2J−1m−3] [(kBTc)
2]
1.67 41.9 2.33 8.75
26
eV. The order of magnitude is then about the same as in the experiment. Based on the
GL values in Table 1 we annot really make aurate estimates at low temperatures. The
temperature dependene of α and β in our model is also aurate only neat Tc where the
oupling energy then drops as (1 − T/Tc)2. On the other hand, the experimental π state
is only visible at low temperature, so that is the temperature region we are interested in.
Using the extrapolation of the oherene length, we assume that we an at least get the
orret order of magnitude out.
If we know the total energy of the juntion in its dierent ongurations, we an
estimate the elds whih give surfae energies of the same order. For example, if we want
to know the perpendiular eld whih will suppress the π state by orienting nˆ always
perpendiular to the wall, we an do the following: For the magneti surfae energy to win
a oupling of the order |E|, we should have 2|F⊥
SH
| & |E|. (The fator of two is present
beause the wall has two sides here.) Then Eq. (44) will yield a ritial eld
|H⊥

| ≈
√
|E|/2
d0(gz∆2ξGL)S
≈
√
|E|/2J
d0(∆/kBTc)(S/m2)
· 1.25 · 104T, (47)
whih goes as ∼ (1− T/Tc)3/4 near Tc. Now E ≈ Egain, as explained before. We know this
formula will give only a very rough estimate, so we just assume E ≈ 0.5 eV≈ 0.8 · 10−19 J.
Using the area S = 3.8 · 10−8 m2, and the gap values mentioned above, this orresponds
to about Hc ≈ 6.5 mT at T = 0.45Tc and Hc ≈ 7.7 mT at T = 0.8Tc for a diuse wall.
Varying the parameters and using the estimated energies for the H and L ases at these
two temperatures, values of Hc in the range of about 3 mT to some 15 mT (30 G to 150
G) are obtained. In omparison, the Earth's magneti eld is about 50 µT (0.5 G). Our
ritial eld values are at least muh larger this, and it thus seems that the Earth's eld
alone should not play a deisive role.
4.4.2 General orientations
At a very high eld, the oupling energy beomes negligible and it will be mostly the
magneti eld whih orients the nˆ vetors. This ase has been analysed in Ref. [26℄. For a
given angle between the magnetig eld and the surfae normal, there exist several dierent
possibilities for their orientation. If the oupling energy is negligible, the orientations will
be hosen at random between the possibilities. Eah of these ases may lead to a dierent
ritial urrent. If the oupling energy is also signiant, jumps between these dierent
orientations may our when the phase is varied.
It has already been shown that a large enough perpendiular eld will orient nˆ's per-
pendiular to the wall and make the urrent-phase relationship sinusoidal. This is not
neessarily so when there is a parallel eld omponent present. Assuming now only a par-
allel eld, oriented in the diretion of ±yˆ, it an be shown that the omponents of the
allowed nˆ vetors are given by(
+
√
3
5
,± 1√
5
,± 1√
5
)
,
(
−
√
3
5
,∓ 1√
5
,± 1√
5
)
, (48)
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where the upper and lower signs orrespond to eah other. On the other hand, as has been
mentioned before, the orientations preferred by the Josephson oupling when cosφ < 0 are(
∓
√
3
5
,∓ 1√
5
,+
1√
5
)
, (49)
where the upper and lower signs refer to the nˆ vetors on the two sides of the juntion.
These orientations are, however, not unique: the energy is degenerate with respet to any
rotation around the zˆ axis. If a small parallel magneti eld is swithed on, the degeneray
is lifted. But, as an be seen from Eqs. (48) and (49), some of the states allowed by the
two interations agree exatly. Thus, a purely parallel magneti eld an in fat enhane
the π type state, where the nˆ-vetors are not perpendiular to the wall. Unfortunately,
although this oinidene is quite amusing it is not very interesting, sine (for large elds)
it just results in another sinusoidal J(φ) and we have seen plenty of them.
This onludes our study of the phenomenologial tunneling model and the eets of an
external magneti eld in the depth we have felt it neessary to onsider so far. Subsequent
setions are devoted to a fully quasilassial study of a single pinhole, plus an enhanement
of the aperture array alulation on this basis. Eets of external magneti elds will be
negleted.
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5 Quasilassial theory
The mirosopi desription of normal metals and superondutors has been formulated
ompletely in terms of Green's funtions [45℄. The problem with the full interating Green's
funtion is that is ontains a lot of detailed mirosopi information whih is often not
needed for pratial alulations. It was rst shown by Eilenberger [46℄ and Larkin and
Ovhinnikov [47℄ that Gorkov's equations for the (stationary) full Green's funtion an be
transformed to transport-like equations for a quasilassial Green's funtion, or prop-
agator, where all the unneessary information onerning atomi length sales has been
integrated away at the outset. These are the so-alled Eilenberger-Larkin-Ovhinnikov
equations.
The same approah an be used equally well for
3
He whih is also a degenerate fermion
system, or a Fermi liquid [48℄. A ondition for the appliability of the quasilassial
approah is that the harateristi length sales q−1 are muh larger than the Fermi
wavelength λ
F
= 2π/kF. Similarly, energies must be muh lower than the Fermi energy
E
F
= kBTF. If time dependene were to be onsidered, we would also require the time sales
to be muh longer than the inverse Fermi frequeny ~/E
F
. We are, however, only onerned
with stationary eets. The length sale in superuid
3
He is set by the oherene length
ξ0 = ~vF/2πkBTc, and energies by the transition temperature Tc or the gap ∆ ≈ kBTc. At
low pressures, for example, we have ξ0 ≈ 70 nm ≫ λF ≈ 0.8 nm and Tc ≈ 3 mK ≪ TF ≈ 1
K, so the requirements are well satised. In what follows, we use a weak-oupling form of
the quasilassial approah, where quasipartile-quasipartile sattering is neleted. We
also restrit to the vapor pressure in all the numerial estimates (see Appendix B).
5.1 Eilenberger equation
The Green's funtions being treated here are single-partile temperature (or Matsubara)
Green's funtions written in the Nambu matrix representation. They are 4× 4 matries
in a diret-produt spae of partile-hole and spin spaes. We denote suh Nambu matries
with a breve aent. The general stationary temperature Green's funtion in k-spae is
of the form G˘(k1,k2, ǫm). Here ǫm = πkBTc(2m+ 1) are the disrete Matsubara energies,
whih are the Fourier variables of the imaginary time parameter τ . The fat that (2m+1)
assumes only odd integer values is a onsequene of the underlying Fermi statistis [52℄.
The most straightforward way to derive the Eilenberger equations is to start with
the general equation of motion for G˘, the Dyson equation, and do the left-right trik.
This begins by writing down the left and right side Dyson equations, whih are, sym-
bolially, G˘−1G˘ = 1˘ and G˘G˘−1 = 1˘.7 Here G˘−1 = G˘−10 − Σ˘, where Σ˘ is the self-energy
and G˘−10 (k1,k2, ǫm) = [iǫm− τ˘3ξk1 ]δk1,k2 is the inverse Green's funtion for noninterating
fermions, with ξk1 = ǫk1 −EF and τ˘3 = diag(1, 1,−1,−1). Then one proeeds by rewriting
these equations in the variables k = (k1 + k2)/2 and q = k1 − k2, assuming that q ≪ kF.
After this one multiplies them with τ˘3 from left and right, respetively, and subtrats them
7
The produts are really so-alled folding produts, whih inlude integration over the internal verties,
and a orresponding matrix summation over the Nambu indies. Also, in the r-representation, G˘−1 is a
dierential operator, ating either to the right or to the left [48℄.
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to make terms ontaining ξk anel. Finally, one takes the Fermi-surfae limit for the self-
energy, dening σ˘(kˆ,q, ǫm) = aΣ˘(kFkˆ,q, ǫm)τ˘3, and ξ integrates the whole equation, so
that propagators will only appear in the quasilassial form
g˘(kˆ,q, ǫm) =
τ˘3
a
∫ +Ec
−Ec
dξkG˘(k,q, ǫm). (50)
The quasipartile renormalisation fator a appearing here may be hosen arbitrarily. The
uto energy Ec ≪ EF is also arbitrary, but the results should not depend on how it is
hosen: G˘ is nonzero only near the Fermi surfae. A further Fourier transformation from q
to r plus a small rearrangement of terms puts the Eilenberger equation into the onvenient
nal form
[iǫmτ˘3 − σ˘, g˘] + i~vFkˆ · ∇rg˘ = 0. (51)
This is a rst-order dierential equation for the Matsubara propagator g˘(kˆ, r, ǫm) along
lassial trajetories of quasipartiles. Some information onerning the normalisation of
g˘ is lost in the left-right subtration proess and, therefore, a separate normalisation on-
dition has to be introdued [46℄. With a suitable hoie of a this ondition, whih is to be
satised by all physial solutions of (51), an be written
g˘g˘ = −1˘. (52)
To give a losed system of equations (51) and (52) still need to be supplemented by some
self-onsisteny equations for the self-energy σ˘. These are onsidered below.
5.2 Impurity sattering
The quasilassial theory is perhaps most onvenient for solving stati problems whih
involve nonuiformities, suh as walls, interfaes or impurities. But the above derivation is
not really valid then, sine for these kinds of strong satterers the ondition q ≪ kF is
not satised. The proper way to proeed, then, is to utilise the formalism of sattering
t matries. This generally leads to a mess, and I annot go very deep into it here. The
general idea is that the self-energy is divided into two parts Σ˘ + V˘ , where Σ˘ ontains the
weak interations, like the pairing amplitude, and V˘ is the strong sattering potential. The
perturbation series for G˘ an be written in the reursive form G˘ = G˘0 + G˘0(Σ˘ + V˘ )G˘,
whih is then deomposed into three parts [49, 50℄
G˘ = G˘1 + G˘1T˘ G˘1 (53)
T˘ = V˘ + V˘ G˘1T˘ (54)
G˘1 = G˘0 + G˘0Σ˘G˘1 or G˘
−1
1 = G˘
−1
0 − Σ˘(G˘). (55)
Here an unphysial intermediate Green's funtion G˘1 has been introdued for onveniene:
the orresponding quasilassial g˘1 an be solved with Eq. (51), with the eet of V˘ oming
to play only through G˘ in a self-onsisteny equation Σ˘ = Σ˘(G˘). If (an approximation
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for) the t matrix an be found, then g˘, the quasilassial ounterpart of G˘, an be solved
iteratively. The tmatrix Eq. (54) is essentially the Lippmann-Shwinger equation, presented
in books of standard quantum mehanis [51℄. The quasilassial form for this equation
will depend on the type of the satterer; later on we are onerned with the t matrix of a
speularly sattering wall. The quasilassial forms for T˘ and V˘ are obtained by taking the
Fermi-surfae limits, t˘(kˆ, kˆ′, ǫm) = aT˘ (kFkˆ, kFkˆ
′, ǫm)τ˘3, and v˘(kˆ, kˆ
′) = aV˘ (kFkˆ, kFkˆ
′)τ˘3,
as in the ase of the self-energy σ˘. All propagators are transformed using Eq. (50).
5.3 Self-onsisteny equations
The propagator and the self-energy are usually deomposed into salar and spin vetor
omponents, as an be done for an arbitrary Nambu matrix. We write
g˘ =
[
g + g · σ (f + f · σ)iσ2
iσ2(f˜ + f˜ · σ) g˜ − σ2g˜ · σσ2
]
(56)
σ˘ =
[
ν + ν · σ ∆ · σiσ2
iσ2∆
∗ · σ ν˜ − σ2ν˜ · σσ2
]
= ∆˘ + ν˘, (57)
where σ = xˆσ1+ yˆσ2+ zˆσ3, and σi, i = 1, 2, 3 are the Pauli matries. There should also be
unit matries 1 multiplying the salar omponents, but they are omitted for brevity. The
upper right blok in Eq. (57) now ontains the pair amplitude from Eq. (7), and this is
where the information about the order parameter omes in. The self-onsisteny equations
for the o-diagonal self-energy ∆˘ (the gap vetor ∆) and the diagonal self-energy ν˘ (the
Landau moleular elds ν, ν˜ and ν, ν˜, whih are all real valued) are [48℄
ν(kˆ, r) = πkBT
∑
m
∫
d2kˆ′
4π
As(kˆ · kˆ′)g(kˆ′, r, ǫm) (58)
ν(kˆ, r) = πkBT
∑
m
∫
d2kˆ′
4π
Aa(kˆ · kˆ′)g(kˆ′, r, ǫm) (59)
∆(kˆ, r) = πkBT
∑
m
∫
d2kˆ′
4π
V (kˆ · kˆ′)f(kˆ′, r, ǫm) (60)
with ν˜(kˆ) = ν(−kˆ) and ν˜(kˆ) = ν(−kˆ). A salar order-parameter part ∆(kˆ, r) is missing
beause of triplet pairing. If we were to onsider sattering from impurities, an additional
impurity self-energy ρ˘ would have to be added to (57). In the absene of mass urrents ν
vanishes, and in the absene of spin urrents ν vanishes. For simpliity, we assume both of
them to equal zero, although there are always spin urrents owing along surfaes in the
B phase, whih are what we are interested in [57℄. The remaining self-onsisteny equation
for the order parameter ∆ an be put into many dierent useful forms, suh as
∆ ln
T
Tc
+ πkBT
∑
m
[
∆
|ǫm| − 3
∫
d2kˆ′
4π
f(kˆ′, r, ǫm)(kˆ
′ · kˆ)
]
= 0. (61)
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5.4 General symmetries
We denote 2× 2 matries with an underline; for example the Pauli matries in spin spae
are σi, i = 1, 2, 3. Similarly, the Pauli matries in partile-hole spae are denoted as τ i, and
in the 4 × 4 Nambu spae they take the form τ˘i = τ i ⊗ 1, i = 1, 2, 3, where ⊗ denotes a
diret produt. With these notations, the propagator and the self-energy satisfy the basi
symmetry relations (and other forms an be easily derived from these)
[u˘(kˆ, r, ǫm)]
T∗ = τ˘3u˘(kˆ, r,−ǫm)τ˘3 (62)
[u˘(kˆ, r, ǫm)]
T = τ˘2u˘(−kˆ, r,−ǫm)τ˘2 (63)
where u˘ is either g˘ or σ˘. They follow from the operator properties dening the Nambu
matries G˘ and Σ˘, see Refs. [56, 57℄. In addition, the Eq. (51) possesses the symmetry
[u˘(kˆ, r, ǫm)]
T = −τ˘2u˘(kˆ, r, ǫm)τ˘2. (64)
More preisely, if one makes the transformations g˘T = ±τ˘2g˘′τ˘2 and σ˘T = −τ˘2σ˘′τ˘2 in Eq.
(51), the equation is still satised for g˘′ and σ˘′. If the solutions are to be unique, we should
have these satised as symmetries: g˘′ = g˘ and σ˘′ = σ˘. The minus sign orresponds to
physial solutions and the plus sign to unphysial solutions, whih also satisfy g˘g˘ = 0
instead of Eq. (52). The o-diagonal self-energy (order parameter) is not aeted by this
requirement, but it generally auses some restritions on σ˘. Note, for example, that any self-
energy term proportional to 1˘ does not satisfy the symmetry. This is not a real restrition
either, sine suh terms would anel in the ommutator of Eq. (51) anyway. If we redene
the propagator omponents by writing Eq. (56) as
g˘ =
[
c+ d+ (c+ d) · σ (a+ b+ (a+ b) · σ)iσ2
iσ2(a− b+ (a− b) · σ) c− d− σ2(c− d) · σσ2,
]
(65)
then the basi symmetries in Eqs. (62) and (63) an be written omponentwise:
a(−kˆ) = +a(kˆ)∗ a(−ǫm) = +a(ǫm)∗
b(−kˆ) = −b(kˆ)∗ b(−ǫm) = −b(ǫm)∗
c(−kˆ) = +c(kˆ)∗ c(−ǫm) = +c(ǫm)∗
d(−kˆ) = −d(kˆ)∗ d(−ǫm) = +d(ǫm)∗
a(−kˆ) = −a(kˆ)∗ a(−ǫm) = +a(ǫm)∗
b(−kˆ) = +b(kˆ)∗ b(−ǫm) = −b(ǫm)∗
c(−kˆ) = +c(kˆ)∗ c(−ǫm) = +c(ǫm)∗
d(−kˆ) = −d(kˆ)∗ d(−ǫm) = +d(ǫm)∗. (66)
Further symmetries follow from the geometry of a spei problem through the order
parameter and the Eilenberger equation.
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5.5 Physial and unphysial solutions  the multipliation trik
As long as the symmetry in Eq. (64) is satised by the self-energy, the redenition in Eq.
(65) leads to a signiant simpliation in the alulations. This is beause Eq. (51) an
then be deomposed into three independent bloks of equations
∂uc = 0 (67)
iǫmb+ i∆I · c+ i
2
~vF∂ua = 0 (68)
iǫma+∆R · c+ i
2
~vF∂ub = 0 (69)
−∆Rb+ i∆I · c+ i
2
~vF∂uc = 0 (70)
iǫmb+ i∆Id− i∆R × d+ i
2
~vF∂ua = 0 (71)
iǫma+∆Rd+∆I × d+ i
2
~vF∂ub = 0 (72)
−∆R · b+ i∆I · a+ i
2
~vF∂ud = 0 (73)
i∆R × a+∆I × b+ i
2
~vF∂ud = 0, (74)
where ∆ =∆R+i∆I and u parametrises a quasipartile trajetory: r = r0+ukˆ . The rst
equation forms its own blok, and we may always set c = 0. The Eqs. (71)-(74) form the
physial blok whose solutions inlude the physial solution, whih only has a, b, d and d
nonzero. The normalisation g˘g˘ = −1˘ for physial solutions takes the omponent form
−idd+ a× b = 0
d2 + d · d− a · a+ b · b = −1. (75)
In the bulk (onstant ∆ and g˘), the normalised physial solutions are
d =
−iǫm√
ǫ2m + |∆|2
, a =
∆R√
ǫ2m + |∆|2
, b =
i∆I√
ǫ2m + |∆|2
, d = 0. (76)
To be exat, these forms are valid only for so-alled unitary states, for whih ∆˘∆˘+ ∝ 1˘,
or ∆ ×∆∗ = 0. Fortunately, the unitarity requirement is automatially satised for the
B phase, as well as the A phase of
3
He [36, 48℄. A more ompat form for Eq. (76) an be
seen diretly from Eq. (51) by setting the gradient term to zero and solving for g˘:
g˘ =
iǫmτ˘3 − ∆˘√
ǫ2m + |∆|2
. (77)
To satisfy g˘g˘ = −1˘ for this, one must require ∆˘∆˘ = −|∆|21˘ and note that {∆˘, τ˘3} = 0.
However, the unphysial blok of Eqs. (68)-(70) is even more useful in pratise than
the physial one. This is beause the physial solutions of Eqs. (71)-(74) an be obtained
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numerially more easily by nding the exploding and deaying unphysial solutions a, b
and c and then using the so-alled multipliation trik.
If we assume the order parameter to be real, ∆ = ∆R, we may hoose all of the
propagator omponents to be real, exept for c and d whih must then be purely imaginary.
If we also assume ∆ to be onstant, it is easy to see that the unphysial blok has the
exploding (<, upper signs) and deaying (>, lower signs) solutions

 a(0)b(0)
c(0)


≷
= c1

 ǫm∓√ǫ2m + |∆|2
i∆

 exp
(
±2
√
ǫ2m + |∆|2u
~vF
)
, (78)
where c1 is an undetermined onstant. (The unphysial blok has also three onstant
solutions, but they are of no interest here.) Similar exponential solutions exist for a
general ∆ as well, although they no longer have this simple form. Suh solutions always
satisfy the normalisation ondition g˘g˘ = 0, or in omponent form −a2+ b2+ c · c = 0. The
multipliation trik now onsists of the following property: the physial solution along a
given trajetory an be obtained by taking the ommutator of the exploding and deaying
solutions on that trajetory
g˘(u) =
is
2
[g˘<(u), g˘>(u)]. (79)
Here the normalisation is given by
s−1 =
1
2
{g˘<(u0), g˘>(u0)}
= −a<a> + b<b> + c< · c>,
(80)
whih is invariant along the trajetory, i.e. u0 may be hosen freely. The ommutator gets
onveniently rid of all terms proportional to the unit matrix and the normalisation ensures
that only the relative proportions of the omponents of the unphysial solutions make a
dierene. In omponent form, the ommutators beome
a = is[c<b> − b<c>]
b = is[c<a> − a<c>]
d = is[a<b> − b<a>]
d = −s c< × c>.
(81)
One an readily hek that this proedure works at least for Eqs. (76) and (78). For a more
detailed justiation of this trik see, for example, Ref. [18℄.
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Figure 8: Quasipartile trajetory through a pinhole aperture.
6 The pinhole model
In the pinhole model one assumes a wall separating two volumes of
3
He-B, whose thikness
W is muh less than the oherene length ξ0. In this wall, the juntion is formed by a hole,
whose diameter D is also≪ ξ0. This situation is depited in Fig. 8. The experimental holes
of Ref. [13℄ do not exatly ount as pinholes, but are not too far from them. The reason
for onsidering a pinhole here is in the relative simpliity of the resulting alulations. The
juntion an be treated as a small perturbation whose eets on the order parameter an
be seen in the assoiated energies only in the order O([open area]2) = O(D4). Suh eets
an be negleted to a rst approximation. A pinhole was rst onsidered as a model for
superonduting mirobridges [4℄, and previous alulations for
3
He also exist [16, 18, 21℄.
8
Here we generalise the previous alulations to nd the urrent-phase relations for both
parallel and antiparallel nˆ vetors at the wall. A lear presentation on the ritial urrents
of the pinhole model has also been laking for a long time, and this situation is orreted
here. Finally, in the next setion, we generalise the tunneling model by performing the
orresponding alulations diretly from the pinhole model for all temperatures.
6.1 Symmetries of the problem
The presene of a wall imposes symmetry restritions on the order parameter in the orbital
spae. If the spin and orbital axes are rst taken to be nonrotated relative to eah other,
the gap vetor ∆(kˆ, r) has the form ∆(0) (∆⊥ and ∆‖ are real)
∆(0)(kˆ, z) = ∆⊥(z)zˆzˆ · kˆ+∆‖(z)(ρˆρˆ+ χˆχˆ) · kˆ, (82)
where {zˆ, ρˆ, χˆ} is an orthonormal triad, same for the spin and orbital spaes and with zˆ
perpendiular to the wall. This form is invariant under rotations of the triad around zˆ, and
in the bulk it should have the simple limit ∆(0)(kˆ) = ∆kˆ, where ∆ = ∆⊥ = ∆‖ = onst.
8
Reently, pinhole alulations for d wave superondutors have also been published [53, 54℄.
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is the temperature-dependent B-phase bulk gap. The general form of ∆ is then obtained
from this by taking into aount general spin-orbit rotations and overall phases. We assume
these to be dierent on the left (L) an right (R) sides of the thin wall, and write
∆(kˆ, z) =
{
exp(iφL)
↔
R
L ·∆(0)(kˆ, z) for z < 0
exp(iφR)
↔
R
R ·∆(0)(kˆ, z) for z > 0
. (83)
Note that all of these ongurations are degenerate in energy only assuming that spin-
orbit oupling is negligible, but we do assume that. The atual z dependenies of the
order-parameter omponents ∆‖(z) and ∆⊥(z) have to be alulated self-onsistently, and
they depend on the type of the wall. We return to this shortly.
Assume now that a small pinhole is made to the wall, whih provides oupling between
L and R by letting quasipartiles travel from one side to another. If the origin of the
oordinates is plaed in the enter of the hole, then any quasipartile trajetory though
the hole an be parametrised as r = ukˆ, where kˆ is the diretion of v
F
. From the symmetry
of the problem it follows that
∆(0)(u) =∆(0)(−u), (84)
and due to the symmetry of the unphysial blok of Eqs. (68)-(70) this implies
a
(0)
> (u, ǫm) = +a
(0)
< (−u, ǫm)
b
(0)
> (u, ǫm) = −b(0)< (−u, ǫm)
c
(0)
> (u, ǫm) = +c
(0)
< (−u, ǫm).
(85)
These an be used to nd the deaying solutions on one side from the diverging ones on
the other, whih is espeially useful for u = 0. Here (and heneforth) we denote by '(0)'
the propagator solutions orresponding to ∆(0), and Eqs. (85) do not hold for the general
order parameter. But, in fat, we only need to solve the propagator in the simpler ase.
Writing c = iIm c, Eqs. (68)-(70) beome (now for an arbitrary r = r0 + ukˆ)
ǫmb+
1
2
~vF∂ua = 0 (86)
ǫma+∆
(0) · Im c+ 1
2
~vF∂ub = 0 (87)
∆(0)b+
1
2
~vF∂uIm c = 0. (88)
From their solutions a
(0)
≷ , b
(0)
≷ and c
(0)
≷ , we get the solutions of Eqs. (68)-(70) for general
∆, Eq. (83), by forming the following linear ombinations (on either L or R)
a≷ = a
(0)
≷ cosφ + ib
(0)
≷ sinφ
b≷ = ia
(0)
≷ sinφ + b
(0)
≷ cosφ
c≷ =
↔
R·c(0)≷ .
(89)
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From Eq. (88), we observe that c(0) ‖ ∆(0), and from Eqs. (83) and (89) we nd that
also c ‖ ∆, sine both are obtained by the same rotation. However, note arefully that
kˆ ∦ ∆, exept in the bulk. If we write kˆ = cos ϑzˆ + sinϑρˆ, we instead have the relations
∆(0) = ∆⊥ cosϑzˆ+∆‖ sinϑρˆ and c
(0) = c
(0)
z zˆ+ c
(0)
ρ ρˆ, i.e., the vetors kˆ, ∆(0) and c(0) are
oplanar with {zˆ, ρˆ}. Furthermore, the norm of c is always restrited by c2 = a2 − b2, so
that one of the unknowns (a(0), b(0), Im c
(0)
z and Im c
(0)
ρ ) an always be found in terms of
the others, as long as one an be sure about the sign. Eqs. (86) are thus eetively only a
set of three linear dierential equations for three real funtions (a, b and Imcz, say) and the
solution must be integrated only for all polar angles ϑ of kˆ in one plane.9 For a kˆ rotated
from this plane around zˆ, the omponents of c(0) in the xed basis {zˆ, ρˆ, χˆ} are obtained by
the same rotation: c
(0)
i (
↔
R (zˆ, χ) · kˆ) = Rij(zˆ, χ)c(0)j (kˆ). The salar omponents a and b are
invariant under suh rotations. This, as well as Eq. (85), is an additional symmetry whih
followed from a spei form of the order parameter, through the Eilenberger equation;
again, it does not hold for c in Eq. (89), sine rotations do not usually ommute. Similar
rules apply to the physial vetor and salar omponents. They are useful for doing some
angular integrations over the diretions kˆ.
This ould be stated in a dierent way. Under rotations of kˆ around zˆ, the order
parameter transforms like ∆(0)(kˆ′) =
↔
R
l
z ·∆(0)(kˆ), if kˆ′ =
↔
R
l
z · kˆ. In other words, the kˆ
rotation around zˆ is equivalent to a spin rotation. Other kinds of kˆ rotations do not have
this symmetry. But now, all spin rotations of ∆(0) resulted in the same rotation of c(0)
aording to Eq. (89). The upper left 2×2 spin blok c(0)(kˆ)·σ of the unphysial propagator
thus tranforms as follows:
c(0)(kˆ) · σ = c(0)(↔Rlz·kˆ′)·
↔
R
s·σ′ = ↔Rs−1· ↔Rlz·c(0)(kˆ′) · σ′ = c(0)(kˆ′) · σ′, (90)
where the nal equality follows only if
↔
R
l
z=
↔
R
s
. Thus, only a spin rotation
↔
R
s
z around zˆ an
be undone with a simultaneous kˆ rotation
↔
R
l
z=
↔
R
s
z.
6.2 Propagator at the disontinuity
At the pinhole, the order parameter jumps from one value to another over a vanishingly
small distane. As long as there is only a disontinuity of this kind and no delta-funtion
potentials, the physial propagator should nevertheless be ontinuous along a trajetory
rossing the pinhole, sine the Eilenberger equation is of rst order. Let us onsider traje-
tories r = ukˆ, suh that u = 0 is at the enter of the pinhole. We further restrit to ases
where kˆ is direted from left to right ; for the opposite diretion the roles of L and R should
be interhanged. Sine an overall phase annot aet any physial properties of a quantum
system, we an also safely restrit to the symmetri ase φL = −φ/2, φR = +φ/2 from the
start; all results should be independent of this hoie and only depend on φR − φL = φ.
9
In pratise, it is muh simpler to solve for all of the unknowns separately and use the normalisation
just to hek the auray. Note also that if (and only if) ∆⊥ = ∆‖ we have cz = c cos ϑ, cρ = c sinϑ, (i.e.
kˆ ‖∆ ‖ c) suh that one only needs to solve a, b and c, whih is trivial and has been done analytially in
Eq. (78).
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We dene new upperase symbols A(kˆ) = a
(0)
< (kˆ, u = 0), B(kˆ) = b
(0)
< (kˆ, u = 0) and
C(kˆ) = c
(0)
< (kˆ, u = 0). All the physial and unphysial omponents for a general ∆ an
be expressed in terms of these. Inserting the general diverging solutions (89) to the multi-
pliation formulas (81) suh that the diverging solutions (<) are taken from the left and
deaying ones (>) from the right, and applying the extra symmetries in Eq. (85) leads to
a(kˆ, 0) = i s (CL +CR) (iA sin
1
2
φ−B cos 1
2
φ) (91)
b(kˆ, 0) = i s (CL −CR) (A cos 1
2
φ− iB sin 1
2
φ) (92)
d(kˆ, 0) = i s [i(A2 +B2) sin φ− 2AB cosφ] (93)
d(kˆ, 0) = −s CL ×CR (94)
where we also denedCL,R =
↔
R
L,R ·C. The normalisation onstant s satises s(−kˆ) = s∗(kˆ)
and is given by
s(kˆ, 0) = [−(A2 +B2) cosφ+ 2iAB sinφ+CL ·CR]−1. (95)
Note that for nˆ vetors satisfying nˆL = ±nˆR = ±zˆ these expressions still simplify onsider-
ably. To hek that the kˆ inversion symmetries in Eq. (66) hold for Eqs. (91)-(94), one must
notie that the sign of φ must be reversed on interhanging L and R, i.e., when kˆ↔ −kˆ.
These propagators an now be used to alulate physial quantities at the juntion. Most
of all, we need the mass urrent.
6.3 Mass urrent for the pinhole
The general quasilassial equation for mass-urrent density is [48℄
j(r) = 2m3vFNFπkBT
∑
m
∫
d2kˆ
4π
kˆg(kˆ, r, ǫm). (96)
This an be written in terms of Re d(kˆ) alone, and for one pinhole with open area Ao the
urrent J = Ao(zˆ · j) beomes
J = Ao2m3vFNFπkBT
∑
m
∫ 1
0
d(cosϑ)(cos ϑ)p(ϑ)
∫ 2π
0
dχ
2π
Re d(ϑ, χ, φ). (97)
Here we add an extra p(ϑ) to desribe the possibly dierent transmission probabilities for
dierent trajetories; unless otherwise stated, this should be set to unity in all the formulas
where it appears. Several forms for d(kˆ) an be derived. With a little trigonometri trikery,
one nds
d(ϑ, χ, φ) =
1
4
∑
δ=±1
(B2 −A2) sin(φ+ δθ) + 2iAB
A2 sin2[12(φ+ δθ)] +B
2 cos2[12 (φ+ δθ)]
, (98)
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where θ = θ(ϑ, χ) is dened by CL · CR = cos θC2. This is interesting for analytial
onsiderations, but not good for numeris sine it is unneessarily ompliated to alulate
the θ angle in general. A less sophistiated but more easily programmable form is
Re d(ϑ, χ, φ) = −C
L ·CR(A2 +B2) sin φ− 12(A2 −B2)2 sin 2φ
[(A2 +B2) cosφ−CL ·CR]2 + 4A2B2 sin2 φ . (99)
For parallel and perpendiular nˆ's we have CL ·CR = C2 = A2 −B2 and for antiparallel
CL ·CR = C2 − 158 C2ρ, whih are the two ases of speial interest. In the general ase, the
following is probably the simplest form one an get:
CL ·CR = (1 + 15(nˆL · nˆR))(A2 −B2)− 5[(C · nˆL)2 + (C · nˆR)2]
+ (25(nˆL · nˆR)− 15)(nˆL ·C)(nˆR ·C)
+ 5
√
15[(nˆL ·C)− (nˆR ·C)](nˆL × nˆR) ·C.
(100)
Note that the numerator is just half the φ derivative of the denominator:
Re d(kˆ, φ) = −1
2
∂
∂φ
ln |s(kˆ, φ)|2. (101)
It would seem that, apart from a onstant, an analytial expression for the energy of
the juntion ould be obtained by a simple integration over φ. But unless we have equal
rotation matries on the two sides of the juntion, there should in general also be spin
urrents present, whih ould ontribute to the energy in some unknown way [48℄. For now
we do not need the energy and will return to the problem below.
6.3.1 Constant order parameter ase
If we assume that the order parameter is onstant all the way to the wall, the urrent an
be given a neat analytial expression even in the general ase. Inserting Eqs. (78) with
u = 0 into Eqs. (98) and (97) and using a tabulated formula for doing the Matsubara
summation, one nds
J = Ao
1
4
m3vFNFπ∆
∑
δ=±1
∫
d2kˆ
4π
sin((φ+ δθ
kˆ
)/2) tanh
(
∆cos((φ+ δθ
kˆ
)/2)
2kBT
)
, (102)
where ∆ = |∆|. Setting θ
kˆ
= 0 gives a formula whih is essentially that derived by Kulik
and Omel'yanhuk for superonduting mirobridges [4℄. The more general form is exatly
the result obtained by Yip [26℄ as an explanation for the π state. Unfortunately, while the
assumption of a onstant order parameter is valid for superondutors, it is poor for
3
He,
as we shall see.
6.3.2 Parameters for the tunneling model
We are nally ready to present how the α and β parameters of the tunneling model were
obtained. In the Ginzburg-Landau region, the amplitude of ∆ should be small. But sine
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|∆|2 ∼ |C|2 = |A2 − B2|, we should have |A2 − B2| ≪ A2 + B2. In this limit, we an
integrate the urrent in Eq. (97) with respet to φ into the form of Eq. (20), where α and
β are proportional to
α˜ = ~vFNFπkBT
∫ 1
0
d(cosϑ)(cos ϑ)p(ϑ)
∑
m
(Im Cz)
2
A2 +B2
, (103)
β˜ =
1
2
~vFNFπkBT
∫ 1
0
d(cos ϑ)(cos ϑ)p(ϑ)
∑
m
(Im Cρ)
2
A2 +B2
. (104)
Here we hae taken advantage of the transmission probability p(ϑ) to alulate the pa-
rameters for a pinhole whih has the same aspet ratio as the experimental apertures. If
we assume that any trajetory hitting the wall inside the aperture gets sattered diusely,
i.e., into a random diretion, it does not ontribute to the urrent. Then, for a irular
aperture of diameter D and wall thikness W , we nd
p(ϑ) =
{
2
π (γ − cos γ sin γ) for ϑ < arctan(D/W )
0 for ϑ > arctan(D/W ),
(105)
where γ = arccos(W/D) tan ϑ. This gives the probability that a quasipartile gets trans-
mitted given that it hit the open area of the hole. Thus, α˜ and β˜ here are the original
oupling onstants α and β per open area So of a juntion: α = Soα˜, β = Soβ˜. Here
So = doS, where S is the total area of the array and do = πD
2/4a2 is the fration of open
area per total area in one primitive lattie ell, a being the lattie onstant. We used the
values S ≈ 3.8 · 10−8 m2, W = 50 nm, D = 100 nm and a = 3 µm. The propagators in
Eqs. (103) and (104) were alulated only for order parameters orresponding to a fully
diuse wall. All the tunneling model parameters were shown in Fig. 6.
6.4 Boundary onditions
The order parameter, or the z dependene of the funtions ∆⊥(z) and ∆‖(z) near a wall,
is needed before we an proeed to do any of the other things just desribed. These have to
be alulated self-onsistently, assuming some general properties for the wall and devising
a boundary ondition for the quasilassial propagator. The orret approah here would
be to think about sattering t matries [55, 56℄, but this would be quite ompliated,
and it has been shown that muh simpler models essentially reprodue the same results
[57, 58, 59℄. We used perhaps the simplest of all, the randomly oriented mirror (ROM)
model [60℄. There are severe misprints in the original publiation, so it is better to express
the whole algorithm here anew. The unit vetor sˆ is perpendiular to the wall.
ROM algorithm for alulating the propagator
(1) Calulate up to the wall the solutions growing exponentially toward the
wall on all trajetories, i.e. alulate g˘< for kˆ · sˆ < 0 and g˘> for kˆ · sˆ > 0. (The
latter an atually be obtained from the former by applying the kˆ-inversion
symmetries in Eq. (66).)
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(2) Calulate the solutions growing exponentially out of the wall with the initial
values
∑
kˆ′·sˆ<0
w
kˆ,kˆ′
g˘<(kˆ
′,0, ǫm)
{g˘<(kˆ′,0, ǫm), g˘>(kˆ,0, ǫm)}
, for kˆ · sˆ > 0
∑
kˆ′·sˆ>0
w
kˆ′,kˆ
g˘>(kˆ
′,0, ǫm)
{g˘<(kˆ,0, ǫm), g˘>(kˆ′,0, ǫm)}
, for kˆ · sˆ < 0
where 0 denotes the point at the wall. (Again, the kˆ · sˆ < 0 initial ondition is
not atually needed beause of symmetries.)
(3) Evaluate the normalised physial propagator for all diretions and at all
positions from the ommutator of the onverging and diverging solutions, as
explained above.
The speular sattering limit is obtained from this by hoosing
w
kˆ,kˆ′ =
{
1, for kˆ− kˆ′ = 2sˆ(kˆ · sˆ)
0, otherwise,
(106)
whih just requires the propagators to be ontinuous on mirror-reeted trajetories:
g˘≷(kˆ, 0) = g˘≷(kˆ, 0), where kˆ = kˆ − 2sˆ(kˆ · sˆ). This is a simple and intuitive ase, but
not very realisti. The totally diuse limit an be modelled by replaing
∑
kˆ′·sˆ<0
w
kˆ,kˆ′ −→
1
π
∫
kˆ′·sˆ<0
d2kˆ′|kˆ′ · sˆ|. (107)
It desribes a rough wall where an inoming quasipartile an be sattered into any angle,
irrespetive of the original diretion. This limit is onsidered to be the most realisti one in
most ases. Fig. 9 shows examples of the resulting order parameters for these two limiting
ases at two temperatures. The omponent ∆⊥ is more strongly suppressed than ∆‖, as is
harateristi for any wall.
6.5 Numeris
Computation of the order parameter is based on an iterative proess. Here an initial guess is
rst taken for∆(0). Then, using the ROM boundary ondition, the Eqs. (86) are integrated
to get the diverging (and deaying) solutions and the multipliation trik of Eq. (81) is
applied to obtain the physial solutions. Finally the self-onsisteny Eq. (61) is used to get
a new approximation for ∆(0) and the proess is repeated until onvergene is obtained.
Having a onverged order parameter and the propagator omponents A, B and C, the
urrents, energies and other physial properties an be evaluated by simple integrations over
quasipartile diretions. All alulations were performed in redued units, where lengths
appear in units of the oherene length ξ0 = ~vF/2πkBTc and energies in units of kBTc.
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Figure 9: Order parameter at the wall for two temperatures, T = 0.4Tc (upper bulk values)
and T = 0.8Tc (lower bulk values). For eah temperature, the lower urve is ∆⊥(z/ξ0) and
the upper ∆‖(z/ξ0). The solid lines are for a diuse wall and the dashed lines for a speular
one.
In the self-onsisteny equation and elsewhere, numerial integrations over the polar
angles were arried out using a 32-point (or less) Gaussian quadrature. Aordingly, the
diverging solutions had to be alulated for up to 16 trajetories toward (kˆ·sˆ < 0) and away
(kˆ · sˆ > 0) from the wall. For solutions diverging toward the wall, the bulk forms of Eq. (78)
were used as the initial values. The initial values for solutions diverging toward the bulk
were obtained from the ROM presription. Only the diverging solutions for all kˆ diretions
needed to be alulated, beause after these were known, the deaying solutions ould be
found by using the symmetries in Eq. (66): a
(0)
> (kˆ) = a
(0)
< (−kˆ), b(0)> (kˆ) = −b(0)< (−kˆ) and
Im c
(0)
> (kˆ) = −Im c(0)< (−kˆ) at eah point in spae. All of this had to be done for a range
of positive Matsubara energies, the negative ones being obtained through symmetries. Ten
energies was usually enough, although a hundred would have been no problem either,
sine the alulation is not otherwise very demanding. Summing up, all that needed to be
aulated expliitly an be desribed with g˘
(0)
< (ϑ, z, ǫm). For general azimuthal angles, the
symmetries desribed in onnetion with Eq. (90) ould be applied.
The fourth-order Runge-Kutta method was used to integrate the Eilenberger equations.
The diverging solution is easy to nd beause this expliit (or forward-type) method
should always be unstable towards nding the solution of Eq. (86) orresponding to the
largest eigenvalue of its oeient matrix. Beause of this, the diverging solution is in fat
the only solution to be found with the method. Proeeding along the trajetory the solu-
tions will diverge approximately as (78). The step size hu should then be small enough to
satisfy 2
√
ǫ2m + |∆|2hu/~vF ≪ 1 in order to have reasonable auray. Nevertheless, the
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sensibility of omputing suh diverging solutions numerially is a bit questionable. On long
trajetories the solutions tend to overow on any omputer, and some intermediate resal-
ing of the propagator has to be done. One way to irumvent the divergenies ompletely
is to resale a, b and Im c at eah step, suh that a = 1 everywhere: after all, only their
relative magnitudes make a dierene when the normalised physial propagator is formed
in Eq. (81). Another way would be to absorb the leading divergene into an exponential
by dening g˘(u) = g˘′(u) exp(Gu), where G < 2
√
ǫ2m + |∆|2/~vF is some positive onstant.
Then one would rewrite Eqs. (86) for g˘′(u), and solve them, instead. The exponential fa-
tors anel in Eq. (81) and the orret physial propagator should result. For some reason,
this approah seemed to be prone to a numerial instability towards the original diver-
gene and was not used. It is worth investigating further, perhaps with another integration
algorithm.
6.6 Results for a single pinhole
Here we onsider the results for alulations of the Josephson urrent through a single
pinhole aperture, assuming that the surrounding walls have xed the spin-orbit rotation
axes nˆL,R perpendiular to the wall. As disussed above, there are then two ases: nˆL = nˆR
(parallel) and nˆL = −nˆR (antiparallel). Three dierent boundary onditions on the wall
were used for both ases: (1) a ase where the order parameter was assumed to be onstant
all the way to the wall, (2) a speular wall and (3) a diuse wall. The orresponding
urrent-phase relations are shown in Figs. 10-12, with the parallel ase always on the left
and the antiparallel on the right. The (mass) urrents are in units of J0 = 2m3vFNFkBTc×
[open area℄, and only phase dierenes in the range [0, π] are shown due to the symmetry
J(2π − φ) = −J(φ).
6.6.1 Current-phase relations
(1) Constant order parameter  This is the ase disussed by Yip [26℄, and the urrent-
phase relations shown in Fig. 10 are exatly the same as those obtained by him. They an
be simply plotted from Eq. (102) provided that one knows the temperature dependene of
the bulk gap ∆. These urves are for T/Tc = 0.9, 0.8, . . . , 0.1 in order of inreasing ritial
urrent. The parallel ase is well known [18℄, but the new feature found by Yip is seen in the
antiparallel ase on the right: very lose to Tc the J(φ) is sinusoidal, but at temperatures
below about 0.5Tc a new point on [0, π] will appear, where J = 0 and a very strong extra
kink in J(φ) will form around φ = π. This has a simple explanation in terms of Eq. (102)
where the phase dierene φ appears only in the ombination φ+δθ
kˆ
. For the antiparallel nˆ
vetors, θ
kˆ
depends strongly on the polar angle ϑ of kˆ (cos θ
kˆ
= 1− 158 sin2 ϑ), and dierent
quasipartile diretions ontribute to the urrent with a dierent eetive phase dierenes.
The urrents then anel eah other in suh a way that a kink will appear  this strong
alellation is also why the ritial urrents are so muh smaller in the antiparallel than in
the parallel ase. For a related eet in d wave superondutors, see Ref. [53℄.
(2) & (3) Self-onsistent order parameter  For the more realisti surfae models, the
results are essentially dierent. Fig. 11 shows J(φ)'s for a speular surfae and Fig. 12 for
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Figure 10: Current-phase relations for a onstant order parameter.
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the diuse surfae. The urves are again for T/Tc = 0.9, 0.8, . . . , 0.1 in order of inreasing
ritial urrent; for the antiparallel ase also urves for T/Tc = 0.05 are shown to emphasize
the behavior at low temperature. The parallel urrent-phase relations look exatly as before,
although their ritial urrents are slightly redued. But a striking dierene is seen in the
antiparallel ases: they remain sinusoidal down to very low temperatures. As an be seen
from Eq. (98), the same urrent-anellation eet is still possible in priniple, but here it
is strongly redued: an additional kink appears only at around 0.2Tc. Now it also ours
around φ = 0, instead of φ = π. These results have been obtained for a bare pinhole without
adjusting any eetive parameters or restriting transmission angles by the probability
p(ϑ). High temperatures in the diuse ase thus orrespond to the tunneling model with
α < 74β. This is why the ritial urrent in the antiparallel ase is negative. From this
point of view it seems that the strong resaling of α and β, whih made it positive in the
original tunneling model alulation, was not well justied.
6.6.2 Critial urrents
Figure 13 further illustrates the ritial urrents Jc and the possible additional extrema
of J(φ) for a pinhole juntion in all of the above ases and as a funtion of temperature.
For parallel nˆ vetors suh a plot has been published in Ref. [21℄, but those results were
erroneous. In this ase we see that, lose to Tc, Ic(T ) ∝ (1 − T/Tc) for the onstant order
parameter and the speular surfae, and for a diuse surfae Ic(T ) ∝ (1 − T/Tc)2, as
expeted; see Ref. [16℄. The ritial urrent for a onstant order parameter is always the
highest and for a diuse wall it is the lowest. For antiparallel nˆ vetors the roles hange:
the onstant order parameter ase has the lowest Jc, due to the strong anelling between
dierent quasipartile diretions, but the negative extremum around φ = π is nearly as
pronouned as the positive one. For the diuse and speular surfaes, it is seen quite
learly that the other extrema appear only at muh lower temperatures. The dotted lines
orrespond to the high-temperature approximations obtained from Eqs. (103) and (104)
for a single pinhole with p(ϑ) = 1 in a diuse wall, i.e. (α˜ + 2β˜)/E0 for parallel and
(α˜ − 74 β˜)/E0 for antiparallel nˆ's. Here the energy unit is E0 = ~vFNFkBTc × [open area].
These lines follow the orret ritial urrents amazingly well down to temperatures less
than T = 0.4Tc.
In Figs. 14 and 15, we illustrate the eet of restriting angles with a nonzero W/D in
Eq. (105). Most importantly, inreasing its value results in a drasti redution of the ritial
urrents. But for the antiparallel ase, there is also some subtle ne struture involved,
and it is interesting to ompare the details of the exat results and the high-temperature
approximation. In this approximation, the tunneling model, the ritial urrent hanges
its sign at α = 74β where the urrent-phase relation J(φ) ≡ 0 for all φ. In the exat ase,
however, this never takes plae. Instead, around values of W/D where α ≈ 74β the urrent-
phase relation develops a kink, and for a short range of W/D there exist two extrema of
J(φ) on the interval φ ∈ [0, π] (see Fig. 15). This is really just Yip's π state, whih thus
ours at high temperatures also, but only at onsiderable ost in the ritial urrents.
For large W/D in Fig. 14, we see that both ritial urrents are positive and very lose
to eah other. In terms of the tunneling model, this is easy to understand. In this limit
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Figure 13: Critial urrents for dierent boundary onditions. Left (Parallel nˆ's): on-
stant order parameter (solid line), speular surfae (diamonds) and diuse surfae (ir-
les). Right (Antiparallel nˆ's): solid lines orrespond to positive extrema of J(φ) and the
dashed lines to negative extrema; plain urves are for the onstant order parameter, and
again diamonds for a speular wall and irles for a diuse wall. In both gures, the dotted
lines give the estimates obtained from the tunneling model parameters α˜ and β˜.
α≫ β, and the oupling energy is FJ = −αRLµzRRµz cosφ. Now, for xed nˆL = ±nˆR = ±zˆ,
we have RLµzR
R
µz = 1 and FJ redues into the same simple Josephson relation for both the
parallel and antiparallel nˆ vetors.
6.6.3 Preliminary onlusions
Based on the above results, we now see that the simple tunneling model whih we initially
onsidered an reprodue most of the harateristis of a pinhole juntion, or a oherent
array of suh pinholes, down to very low temperatures. We may now also safely state that
the urrent-anellation mehanism of Yip is not the mehanism underlying the π state,
although it is in priniple quite interesting. The diusely sattering wall is likely to be the
losest model to a real surfae, and for that a purely sinusoidal behavior is found to muh
lower temperatures than 0.6Tc, where the Berkeley π state is already observed. Of ourse,
there is also no way Yip's model alone ould explain the fat that the weak link an be
found in two dierent states, both of whih show an additional kink in their urrent-phase
relations. Yip had to employ a magneti eld to explain this, although the elds whih
were present in the Berkeley experiment should not have been large enough to aet the
J(φ) signiantly (see the previous disussion on magneti eld strengths).
Although we already stated that the tunneling model should be a good desription of
the pinhole array, it is still worth while to do the array alulation more aurately. Not
least beause the antiparallel π state in the results presented above is probably wrong due
to the arbitrary resaaling of the tunneling parameters.
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7 Pinhole array
The nal hallenge was to onstrut a quasilassial free-energy funtional for the pinhole
juntion. One a suitable form was found, the goal was to repeat all the alulations
of the tunneling model as well as possible using that. Although the new funtional is
more aurate, it is also, in some sense, more restrited, whih leads to some hanges in
the results. The idea underlying the derivation is that the small perturbations aused by
insertion or removal of a pinhole in a nontransparent wall is analogous to, say, inserting
ioni impurities in a bulk superuid or superondutor. These kinds of problems have
already been suesfully solved [49, 50℄, and a very similar approah was taken here.
7.1 The pinhole free energy
We start from the well-known expression for the energy dierene between states with one
impurity and no impurity, V˘ being the impurity potential [61, 48℄
δΩtot = −1
2
Tr[ln(−G˘−10 + Σ˘ + V˘ )− ln(−G˘−10 + Σ˘)]. (108)
To eliminate the logarithm, we may apply some form of the λ-trik [52℄. We hoose to
integrate over the strength of V˘ by making the substitution V˘ → λV˘ and writing
δΩtot = −1
2
Tr
∫ 1
0
dλ
λ
(G˘−10 − Σ˘− λV˘ )−1λV˘ =
1
2
Tr
∫ 1
0
dλ
λ
G˘1T˘λ. (109)
Here the latter equality follows from a formal appliation of the t matrix equation T˘λ =
λV˘ +T˘λG˘1λV˘ and the relation G˘ = Gˆ1+G˘1T˘λG˘1. Here G˘ = (G˘
−1
0 −Σ˘−λV˘ )−1 gives the full
propagator in the presene of an impurity sattering potential and Gˆ1 is an intermediate
Green's funtion whih does not inlude the eet of the impurity.
10
The trae operation
Tr is dened as [49℄
TrF˘ (k,k′, ǫm) = kBT
∑
m
∫
d3k
(2π)3
Tr4F˘ (k,k, ǫm)
= kBT
∑
m
∫
d2kˆ
4π
∫
dξ|k|N(ξ)Tr4F˘ (k,k, ǫm),
(110)
where F˘ is a 4 × 4 Nambu matrix and Tr4 is its trae. Equation (109) is now in a form
where the propagator an be ξ-integrated diretly. However, to avoid a divergene in the
Matsubara summation, we have to subtrat from Eq. (109) the normal-state ontribution
δΩN , whih is obtained by setting Σ˘ = 0 in Eq. (108). We dene δΩ = δΩtot − δΩN and
transform this to the quasilassial form
δΩ =
1
2
~NFπkBT
∑
m
∫
d2kˆ
4π
∫ 1
0
dλ
λ
×
× Tr4[g˘1(kˆ, rimp, ǫm)t˘λ(kˆ, kˆ, ǫm)− g˘N1 (kˆ, rimp, ǫm)t˘Nλ (kˆ, kˆ, ǫm)],
(111)
10
See Se. 5. For some further disussion on this type of operator formalism, see for example Refs. [52, 51℄
and some of the papers listed in the referenes.
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where r
imp
is the loation of the impurity and t˘(kˆ, kˆ, ǫm) is the forward-sattering part of
the t matrix. This formula is simpler to use than those in Refs. [49, 50℄, sine it does not
involve an integration over r. More importantly, g˘1 is onstant in the λ integration.
Now we speialise the above approah to our partiular problem. The oupling energy
we wish to know is, by denition, the dierene in energies between an open pinhole and a
bloked pinhole. It should be irrelevant how the hole is bloked as long as the transmission
of quasipartiles is prevented. Changing the type of blokage should only hange some
onstant terms in the energy, whih do not depend on the phase dierene or the rotation
matries. We might, for example, blok it with a piee of speularly sattering surfae,
whih orresponds to a delta-funtion sattering potential Vδ(z) in the limit V → ∞. The
t matrix of this type of impurity is of the partiularly simple form [55, 48℄
t˘λ(kˆ, kˆ
′) =
2vF|kˆ · zˆ|λVAoδ2k||,k′||
2vF|kˆ · zˆ| − λV[g˘1(kˆ, z = 0, ǫm) + g˘1(kˆ, z = 0, ǫm)]
, (112)
where Ao is the area of the bloking piee wall with normal zˆ (equal to the open area of one
open pinhole), k‖ = kˆ− (kˆ · zˆ)zˆ denotes the parallel omponent of kˆ, and kˆ = kˆ−2(kˆ · zˆ)zˆ.
On inserting this into Eq. (111) and performing the λ-integration, we nd
F (V) = 1
2
Ao~vFNFπkBT
∑
m
∫
d2kˆ
4π
|kˆ · zˆ|Tr4 ×
× ln 2vF|kˆ · zˆ| − V[g˘1(kˆ, z = 0, ǫm) + g˘1(kˆ, z = 0, ǫm)]
2vF|kˆ · zˆ|+ 2iV τ˘3Sgn(ǫm)
(113)
where the normal-state propagator g˘N = iτ˘3Sgn(ǫm) was obtained from the bulk form, Eq.
(77), by setting ∆ = 0, ∆˘ = 0. Finally, in the limit V → ∞ we have
F
pinhole
=
1
2
Ao~vFNFπkBT
∑
m
∫
d2kˆ
4π
|kˆ · zˆ| ln{Det4 1
2
[g˘1(kˆ, 0, ǫm) + g˘1(kˆ, 0, ǫm)]}, (114)
where g˘1 is the physial propagator inside the open pinhole, whih has already been solved
in Eqs. (91)-(94). Here we used the general properties Tr lnA = lnDetA and DetAB =
DetA DetB and noted that Det[iSgn(ǫm)τ˘3] = 1.
Evaluation of the determinant in Eq. (114) is straightforward in priniple, but very
ompliated in pratise. So, instead of atually doing that, we onsidered a further simpli-
ation. Our hoie to blok the hole with a piee of speularly sattering wall was already
arbitrary, so there is no reason to stik with that in ase an even simpler surfae is found. It
is now possible to think of an imaginary type of surfae, whih retroreets all quasiparti-
le diretions instead of mirror-reeting them. It would seem at least intuitively plausible
that even this hoie should lead to the orret oupling energy terms. The t-matrix for
suh a surfae is obtained from Eq. (112) by replaing the mirror-reeted diretions kˆ by
the reversed diretions −kˆ. The same replaements should then be done in the expression
for the energy in Eq. (114) as well, but that is all. Doing this will simplify things onsid-
erably, and the determinant beomes relatively easy to alulate; the proess of evaluation
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is desribed in more detail in Appendix A. The end result of the alulation is that the
oupling energy takes the simple form
F
pinhole
=
1
2
Ao~vFNFπkBT
∑
m
∫
d2kˆ
4π
|kˆ · zˆ|
[
ln |s(kˆ, ǫm)|2 + ln(4A4)
]
, (115)
where
|s(kˆ)|−2 = [(A2 +B2) cosφ−CL ·CR]2 + 4A2B2 sin2 φ. (116)
As expeted, J = jzAo = (2m3/~)∂Fpinhole/∂φ gives exatly the mass urrent in Eqs. (96)
and (99) for a pinhole of open area Ao. The spin urrent ontribution seems to have been
absorbed into Eq. (115) ompletely through a proper hoie of the limits of φ integration.
7.2 Spin urrent
A mass urrent is assoiated with broken gauge symmetry U(1) and ours when the phase
of the order parameter varies in spae. Suh a variation inreases the energy and leads to
phase rigidity, sine the phase eld tends to be as uniform as possible. Similarly, due to the
broken SOl(3)× SOs(3)-symmetry, a spatial variation of the spin-orbit rotation Rµi(nˆ, θ)
(in the B phase) auses spin urrents [40℄. This is beause there is then a position-dependent
phase dierene between spin up and spin down Cooper pairs and, although the total
mass urrent due to this vanishes, there an be a net transfer of angular momentum. In our
ase, there is a disontinuous jump between the rotation matries RL,Rµi and spin urrents
should in general be present.
7.2.1 Quasilassial expression for a spin urrent
In quasilassial theory, the spin urrent density has the expression
j
γ
spin
(r) = ~vFNFπkBT
∫
d2kˆ
4π
kˆgγ(kˆ, r, ǫm), (117)
where gγ is the γ-omponent of the propagator vetor g [48℄. For a pinhole of open area
Ao, the spin urrent J
γ
spin
= Ao(zˆ · jspinγ ) may be expressed as
Jγ
spin
= Ao~vFNFπkBT
∑
m
∫
d2kˆ
4π
kˆ · zˆRe dγ(kˆ, 0, ǫm) (118)
where dγ is the γ-omponent of Eq. (94):
Re dγ = Re
{−s [CL ×CR]γ} = −|s|2(Re s) [CL ×CR]γ
=
[−(A2 +B2) cosφ+CL ·CR][CL ×CR]γ
[(A2 +B2) cosφ−CL ·CR]2 + 4A2B2 sin2 φ.
(119)
We may express this in terms of the rotation matries with CL · CR = RLµiRRµjCiCj and
[CL ×CR]γ = ǫαβγRLαkRRβlCkCl. There should now exist a general way of writing the spin
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urrent in terms of the energy F = F
pinhole
and these rotation matries, analogously to Eq.
(21) for the phase dierene and mass urrent. With the help of suh a relation, one would
be able to onrm the orretness of Eq. (115), although it is otherwise not needed here.
7.2.2 General spin urrent expression at a disontinuity
Consider again the spin triplet state of a Cooper pair, now in the form |d〉 = (−dx+idy)|↑↑〉
+(dx + idy)| ↓↓〉 + dz(| ↑↓〉 + | ↓↑〉). If we apply to this state a spin rotation exp(iθz zˆ · S˘)
around the quantization axis zˆ, we nd exp(iθz zˆ · S˘)|d(r, kˆ)〉 = (−dx + idy) exp(iθz)| ↑↑〉
+(dx+idy) exp(−iθz)|↓↓〉+dz(|↑↓〉+|↓↑〉). If the rotation angle θz possesses a nonvanishing
gradient into some diretion, then we an see that the up-spin states have a veloity
into that diretion while the down-spin states have a veloity in the oppsite diretion:
mass urrents anel, but angular momentum is being transported. This is the essene
of the onept of spin urrents. Similar onsiderations apply for general spin rotations
θ = θnˆ = θxxˆ + θyyˆ + θzzˆ, and at eah point in spae we dene a spin veloity v
γ
spin
=
(~/2m3)∇θγ , analogously to the B-phase superuid veloity vs = (~/2m3)∇φ, where ∇φ
is the gradient of an overall phase. Now, just as the mass urrent density is related to vs
by j(r) = (2m3/~)(δF/δ∇φ(r)), we also get the urrent density of angular momentum by
j
γ
spin
(r) = δF/δ∇θγ(r) [40℄.
In our ase, however, we have disontinuous jumps of the phase and the spin rotation
angles at the juntion. They are of a step-funtion type so that [∇φ]z = φδ(z) and [∇θγ ]z =
θγδ(z), where we dened the dierenes φ = φ
R − φL and θγ = θRγ − θLγ . The problem
is that the latter of these bears no meaning in this global sense: we annot add rotation
vetors, sine three-dimensional rotations do not usually ommute. But for innitesimally
small additional relative rotations we an safely write δθγ = δθ
R
γ − δθLγ , and we expet to
have the total mass and spin urrents at the juntion to be given by
J =
2m3
~
∂F (φ+ δφ)
∂δφ
∣∣∣∣
δφ=0
and Jγ
spin
=
∂F (θL,θR, δθ)
∂δθγ
∣∣∣∣
δθ=0
. (120)
Assuming now that F an be written in terms of the ombinations RLµiR
R
µj as above, we
an represent suh additional relative innitesimal rotations by the expression RLαiR
R
βjRαβ,
where Rαβ(δθ) = δαβ + ǫαβγδθγ . By using the hain rule of partial dierentiation, we then
nd from Eq. (120)
Jγ
spin
=
∂F
∂(RLµiR
R
µj)
∂[RLαiR
R
βj(δαβ + ǫαβγδθγ)]
∂δθγ
∣∣∣∣
δθ=0
, (121)
whih is nothing but
Jγ
spin
= ǫαβγR
L
αiR
R
βj
∂F
∂(RLµiR
R
µj)
. (122)
This is ertainly satised by the expressions in Eqs. (115) and (118) and it was easy to
guess by mere inspetion before any alulation. Note that this gives again a partiularly
simple expression, if alulated for the high-temperature form, Eq. (20), of the oupling
energy F .
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7.3 Parameters and implementation
In the ase of a single pinhole we ould simply assume the nˆ-vetors to be always parallel
or antiparallel and perpediular to the wall, and the energy of Eq. (115) was not needed.
But as we saw in the tunneling model, if we take a large array of suh pinholes, the
total oupling energy FJ an overome the gradient energy FGtot and there will then be
a opmpetition between these energies to nd a stable equilibrium state for eah given φ.
Here we want to nd the mass urrents orresponding to those equilibrium states. This is
done by minimising the total oupling energy, namely the sum of F
pinhole
's for all holes
in the array, plus the same model gradient energies (31) we used in the tunneling model.
As parameters in our alulations we have the total area of the juntion S and the open
area density do. The oupling energy FJ is obtained from Fpinhole by replaing Ao with
the total open area So = doS, whih means that we assume the pinholes in the array to
operate fully oherently. We may also study the eet of restrited angles, so the aspet
ratio W/D in Eq. (105) is in priniple third possible adjustable parameter. The value of
the gradient-energy parameter γ is set by the total area S and it is given in Fig. 6, but
this an be saled also. We are, nevertheless, in a more restrited situation now, beause
the sizes of α and β annot be adjusted freely.
We again parametrise FJ in terms of the polar (η) and azimuthal (χ) angles of nˆ
L,R
with respet to some xed axes. The polar axis zˆ is perpendiular to the wall. Owing to
the symmetry of the wall, the absolute azimuthal angles χL and χR do not matter, only
their dierene does. We thus hoose χL = −χ and χR = χ, i.e. 2χ = χL − χR, and insert
the expressions
nˆL = sin ηL cosχxˆ− sin ηL sinχyˆ + cos ηLzˆ
nˆR = sin ηR cosχxˆ+ sin ηR sinχyˆ + cos ηRzˆ
(123)
into the energy, Eq. (115), where CL ·CR is given by Eq. (100). The task is then to minimise
the total energy with respet to the three real angular variables {ηL, ηR, χ}. The vetors
attain all possible values on the intervals ηL, ηR, χ ∈ [0, π], but it is easier not to restrit
their values in the numerial algorithm.
The numerial minimisation of F (φ) = FJ(φ)+FGtot was arried out using the standard
NAG Fortran library routine E04JYF. The order parameters and propagators needed for
the alulation of FJ were obtained in the same way as in the single pinhole ase. Pratially
speaking, only the minimisation routine had to be added to the program at this nal stage.
7.4 Results for the pinhole array
Compared to the tunneling model alulation, here we hose to use slightly dierent pa-
rameters for the experimental aperture array. This is beause we have subsequently learned
that, instead of iular holes, the aperture array had atually always onsisted of approxi-
mately square holes (at least that was the form aimed at in the ething) [62℄. Also, instead
of a diameter of 100 nm, these squares were roughly of size 115 nm × 115 nm. There is
still some doubt as to whether these are the real hole dimensions, beause they have been
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Figure 16: Current-phase and energy-phase relations for the oherent pinhole array at
temperatures between 0.3Tc and 0.9Tc in intervals of 0.1Tc. The left panels (a),() are
for parallel nˆ vetors at innity and the right panels (b),(d) for antiparallel ones. The
parameters used are S = 3.8 ·10−8 m2, d0 = 14.69 ·10−4 ,W/D = 0.0, and γ was multiplied
by a fator of 0.1. The φ sweep was done from left to right, and this is the form of the
urves as they ame out of the minimisation routine. No numerial noise was applied
in the minimisation, and we nd strongly hystereti behavior at the transitions, whih
makes the antiparallel J(φ) look a bit unappealing. In the parallel ase, the nˆ vetors are
perpendiular to the wall around φ = 0, but in the antiparallel ase they are perpendiular
around φ = π. The two π states are thus in dierent plaes.
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Figure 17: Hysteresis assoiated with the jumps between the normal and π branhes at low
temperature (T = 0.3Tc). The arrows show the routes taken when proeeding into dierent
diretions. How muh of this is real and how muh just numerial is diult to study. All
parameters were as in Fig. 16.
dedued after the ething to be onsistent with an experiment measuring the normal-state
ow resistane, whih should depend on the open area of the holes [4℄.
Nevertheless, due to this hange, the total open area has now been multiplied by a fator
of about 1.68, whih inreases the ritial urrents quite a lot and at least solves one of the
previous problems right away. Fig. 16 shows the results of minimisations at temperatures
T/Tc = 0.3, 0.4, . . . , 0.9 for S = 3.8 · 10−8 m2, d0 = 1.469 · 10−3 and W/D = 0.0, whih is
the new basi onguration. In addition to these values, the gradient-energy parameter
γ obtained from Fig. 6 has been multiplied by 0.1 to get more pronouned π states. Note,
however, that this is now the only unjustied saling that is being done.
There are some lear dierenes between the results of Fig. 16 and those in Figs. 5 and
13. First of all, the antiparallel π state, where the nˆ vetors are not perpendiular to the
wall, has moved from φ = π to φ = 0, 2π. Moreover, the form of the orresponding J(φ) is
now also quite dierent from the parallel J(φ). We know that in the experiments the low
and high ritial urrent J(φ)'s atually did look quite dierent, and it was the low ritial
urrent ase whih had the relatively more pronouned π state. This is just what is seen
in Fig. 16 and, therefore, at least one more problem is now orreted, although the new
urves are not quite as pretty as before. I should stress that above T = 0.4Tc, essentially
the same results as here ould have been obtained also by the high temperature form of
FJ used in the tunneling model.
As is shown more learly in Fig. 17 for T = 0.3Tc, there is again some hysteresis
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Figure 18: Relative angles of the nˆL,R vetors in one minimisation sweep at T = 0.5Tc for
parallel nˆ's at innity. All parameters were the same as in Fig. 16. The interval with the
strange bumps in the middle is a region where the gradient energies arising from the left and
right sides of the juntion are not equal. This is seen as an asymmetry in the magnitudes
of the angles ηL,R. The nonzero 2χ angle in the beginning follows diretly from an initial
guess, beause for perpendiular nˆ vetors the angle is atually undetermined.
assoiated with the transitions. This is hard to study properly, beause the analysis has to
be done numerially. Some of the hysteresis an always be purely numerial, suh that the
minimisation routine just gets stuk in an unstable extremum of the energy. This ould
be prevented by adding some random numerial noise in the initial nˆ ongurations for
eah minimisation, instead of using the solution for the previous φ. Unfortunately, this
might then indue some premature jumps between branhes and wipe out some of the true
hysteresis as well. I postpone any further study of this until later (in the ase it should
turn out espeially interesting.)
Figure 18 shows the minimising angles {ηL, ηR, 2χ} for the urve at T = 0.5Tc for par-
allel nˆ vetors in Fig. 16. Previously, in onnetion with the tunneling model, we mentioned
that in the π state the nˆ vetors are usually direted so that the gradient energies on the
left and right sides are equal: nˆLz = ±nˆRz . Here we have a ase where this is not obeyed. Up
to about φ/2π = 0.35, the ondition |ηL| = |ηR| is satised11, but then a smaller energy
onguration is found, where it fails. This is seen also in the orresponding J(φ) as an
extra bump. Here is another inonvenient eet whih was (unintentionally) avoided in
the tunneling model alulation, but whih seems to be present for these more realisti
hoies of parameters.
11
No need to worry about the negative polar angle: it is used here just for onveniene.
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Many other ombinations for the parameters than those used in Fig. 16 were also
tested, but none resulted in any new kind behavior: Inreasing W/D dereases the ritial
urrents, whih is not very useful. Inreasing the saling fator of γ over 0.2 or so begins to
suppress the π states too muh and the disrepany in the relative sizes of the oupling and
gradient energies thus remains. A larger array than that in the experiments, or a better
way of estimating γ would still be needed to orret this.
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8 Conlusions and disussion
We note that our new results for the aperture array (in Se. 7) dier somewhat from those
published previously (Se. 4). The main reason why the inonvenienes related to them
were originally avoided (by the resaling of α and β) was that the resulting urves looked
too suspiious at that time. And, admittedly, we were in a hurry to publish the results.
However, the essential physis is still the same, irrespetive of whether it is right or wrong
 and we believe it is right. I repeat the simple preditions of our model, whih should be
easy to test experimentally: a smaller array size or a strong enough magneti eld should
suppress the π state. If even this does not happen, then we obviously need something very
dierent to explain the experiments. Suh tests have not yet been arried out, but we hope
that the situation will soon hange.
One rather trivial, and initially plausible explanation was already given in Ref. [25℄.
There the whole π state was explained by a simple argument where half of the holes in the
array were assumed to be on one branh and the other half on another branh of a hystereti
J(φ). Aording to this, the π state would have resulted from the urrents of dierent
holes anelling eah other  muh like in Yip's explanation. But this explanation was
soon deemed unlikely, beause it required the (inorret) assumption of hystereti normal
branhes. Nevertheless, it is not at all lear as to why the apertures should work absolutely
oherently. In this work we have onsistently assumed it to be the ase, but mainly beause
the experimenters laim so (see Ref. [10℄). Even to themselves, it has always been a bit of
a mystery why this holds. But perhaps some minor inoherene is just one of the many
possible fators whih make the experimental ndings dierent from our theoretial ones.
In summary, our urrent-phase relationships would now seem to mimi the experimental
ones quite niely, onsidering the rude approximations made. They fall learly into two
lasses aording to the size of the ritial urrent, and the explanation for this is simple:
the parallel or antiparallel orientations of the nˆ vetors. Both ases show an additional
kink at low temperatures, whih is stronger for the smaller Jc ase. The temperature
dependene of the form of J(φ) is also explained in a simple fashion with the dierent
temperature dependenies of FJ and FGtot. The only remaining problem is atually the
too large magnitude of the latter (by a fator of around 10), as obtained from our estimate.
We should try to improve the estimate, hopefully still retaining the simple quadrati form
of F
Gtot
. The problem with too small ritial urrents was solved by having to inrease the
size of the apertures, and now the Jc's are perhaps even too large. But our knowledge of
the atual aperture sizes is too inaurate to make any onlusions based on this. On the
other hand, the urrent densities in a pinhole should always be larger than for any nite-
size aperture. The next step, hopefully after orreting also the problem with the size of
γ, ould thus be the self-onsistent quasilassial alulation for an aperture of nite size.
Whether that is needed, however, still remains to be seen.
Interest in the π state of the Berkeley array experiment [12℄ was the reason why we
started working on this subjet in the rst plae. The pinhole array model (Sets. 4 and
7) is now our primary andidate for an explanation of the π state (see Fig. 16). But we
should not forget the valuable byproduts of this projet either. The π branh found in
the single large aperture by the GL alulation (Se. 3) is also very interesting (see Fig. 3).
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And, as already mentioned, this ould in fat be the proper interpretation of the results of
Ref. [14℄ measured for the single narrow slit. We are eagerly waiting to hear more news on
the progress of these experiments.
There is also a small hane that, instead of having holes larger than they initially
thought, the Berkeley experimentalists have some extra leakage parallel to their aperture
array. If this were the ase, also their π state ould perhaps be explained with the single
aperture alulation. Doing a new, more sophistiated GL alulation in the future is
therefore also a possibility  at least in the ase that the aperture array model turns out
to fail the possible tests onerning magneti elds and array sizes.
Furthermore, the properties of a single pinhole have now been investigated in some
detail, taking into aount dierent surfae models (Se. 6). Although the pinhole problem
is already an old one, no very lear plots of the urrent-phase relations (Figs. 10-12) or
the ritial urrents (Fig. 13) have ever been published before. With the results of this
alulation, we also onsider Yip's model for the π state disproven.
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A Evaluation of the determinant
The oupling energy of the open pinhole, relative to the state bloked with a speular wall
was found to be given by
F
pinhole
=
1
2
Ao~vFNFπkBT
∑
ǫm
∫
d2kˆ
4π
|kˆ · nˆ| ln{Det4 1
2
[g˘1(kˆ, 0, ǫm) + g˘1(kˆ, 0, ǫm)]}, (124)
where kˆ = kˆ − 2(nˆ · kˆ)nˆ is the reeted quasipartile diretion. The diult part in
evaluating this is to nd the determinant of the 4×4matrix. The expression to be alulated
is of the form
Det4
1
2
[g˘1 + g˘2], (125)
where in our speial ase g˘1 = g˘(kˆ) and g˘2 = g˘(kˆ). Writing the matrix sum diretly in
omponent form and evaluating the determinant that way is diult, but lukily there is
a muh simpler detour. The determinant in Eq. (125) an be written√(
Det4
1
2
[g˘1 + g˘2]
)2
=
√
Det4
(
1
2
[g˘1 + g˘2]
)2
=
√
1
24
Det4
(
−1˘ + 1
2
{g˘1, g˘2}
)
, (126)
using the general property DetAB = DetA DetB and the physial normalisations g˘1g˘1 =
g˘2g˘2 = −1˘. Note that if g˘1 = g˘2, this equals unity: indeed, sine we require a physial
propagator to have the normalisation g˘g˘ = −1˘, it follows that its determinant must be
Det4g˘ = ±1. This is onsistent with the fat that the logarithm in the juntion energy
expression should be zero if kˆ is replaed by kˆ (and thus g˘(kˆ) = g˘(kˆ)), i.e., if the energy
of the transmitting juntion is alulated relative to itself, and not to that of the bloked
juntion.
In any ase, the ommutator {g˘1, g˘2} an be simplied further without going into any
partiulal oordinate representation. One nds that it is of the form
1
2
{g˘1, g˘2} =
[
g + g · σ f iσ2
f˜ iσ2 g + iσ2g · σiσ2
]
, (127)
with
g = d1d2 + d1 · d2 − a1 · a2 + b1 · b2
g = d1d2 + d1d2 + ia1 × b2 − ib1 × a2
f = d1 · a2 + a1 · d2 + d1 · b2 + b1 · d2
f˜ = d1 · a2 + a1 · d2 − d1 · b2 − b1 · d2
(128)
Finding the determinant from this form is easy:
Det4
(
−1˘ + 1
2
{g˘1, g˘2}
)
=
(
−f f˜ − (g − 1)2 + g · g
)2
. (129)
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In priniple, it is now straightforward to just insert the expressions for f , f˜ , g and g. In
the present ase we need the physial propagators at the pinhole, Eqs. (91)-(94), namely
a(kˆ, 0) = i s (CL +CR) (iA sin
1
2
φ−B cos 1
2
φ)
b(kˆ, 0) = i s (CL −CR) (A cos 1
2
φ− iB sin 1
2
φ)
d(kˆ, 0) = i s [i(A2 +B2) sin φ− 2AB cosφ]
d(kˆ, 0) = −s CL ×CR
(130)
where
s(kˆ, 0) = [−(A2 +B2) cosφ+ 2iAB sinφ+CL ·CR]−1 (131)
and the orresponding expressions for kˆ. Unfortunately, the alulation turns out to be
very tedious in pratie, beause the parallel and perpendiular omponents of C behave
dierently under the symmetry operations onneting kˆ and kˆ.
However, intuition omes to resue. As mentioned in the text, the oupling energy
should not really depend on how the pinhole is bloked. The type of wall used to reet
the quasipartiles should only be seen in an additional onstant in the free energy, whih no
longer depends on the phase dierene or the rotation matries. Thus, if one imagines the
hole being bloked by some kind of material whih retroreets all quasipartile diretions,
the interesting energy terms obtained should still be exatly the same. Making this hoie
will simplify alulations onsiderably, sine one an now replae everywhere above kˆ with
−kˆ and apply symmetries muh more eiently. With this simpliation one nds
f f˜ = 0
g − 1 = −4A2 [(A2 +B2)−CL ·CR cosφ] |s|2
g · g = 16A4 sin2 φ [(C2)2 − (CL ·CR)2] |s|4
(132)
and after some algebra the determinant in Eq. (129) takes the embarrassingly simple form
28A8|s|4. The logarithm of Eq. (126) in the energy expression then beomes
ln
√
1
24
28A8|s|4 = ln |s|2 + ln 4A4, (133)
where the seond term is obviously the extra onstant term, whose form depends on the
hoie of the blokage. This has to be retained in order to have onvergene in the Mat-
subara summation, and the nal form for the oupling energy is
F
pinhole
=
1
2
Ao~vFNFπkBT
∑
ǫm
∫
d2kˆ
4π
|kˆ · nˆ|
[
ln |s(kˆ, ǫm)|2 + ln(4A4)
]
. (134)
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B Important onstants
All alulations presented in the text were done at vapor pressure, whih is the situation
that was present in the experiment of Ref. [13℄. Here I just tabulate the values of some
important onstants in the SI units, and give some denitions. First of all we have
m3 = 5.00812 · 10−27 kg
~ = 1.054573 · 10−34 Js
kB = 1.380658 · 10−23 J/K
where m3 is the mass of a
3
He atom, ~ is Plank's onstant divided by 2π and kB is
Botzmann's onstant. Seondly, for the Fermi wavenumber and Fermi veloity we have the
relation kF = (m
∗/~)vF, where m
∗
is the eetive mass of a
3
He quasipartile. At vapor
pressure we have the values
m∗ = 2.8m3
vF = 59.03 m/s
kBTc = 1.28 · 10−26 J,
where Tc is the ritial temperature for pure
3
He. The density of states at the Fermi surfae
N(ξk = 0) has the expression NF =
m∗kF
2π2~2 =
m∗2vF
2π2~3 , whih gives, at vapor pressure, the
following energy and urrent units:
2m3vFNFkBTc = 3.7946 kg/m
2
s
~vFNFkBTc = 3.9952 · 10−8 J/m2
2m3/~ = 9.4979 · 107 kg/Js.
For easier onversion between Joules and eletron volts, I also add the relation
1 eV = 1.6021773 · 10−19 J.
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